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As resource management strategies intensify, forest land 
managers must be able to predict the probable response of forest 
vegetation to s ilv icu ltu ra l treatments and w ild fires so that 
management alternatives can be evaluated. A quantitative computer 
model of succession has been developed. This model predicts 
temporal changes in cover for major species in the Pseudotsuqa 
menziesii/ Physocarpus malvaceus habitat type. The model is based 
on a successional c lassification system which has recently been 
developed. In the model, species are established according to 
regenerative strategies and subsequent growth is modeled 
em pirically via regression equations. Output is offered both in 
tabular and graphic form. Model validation yielded 63 and 85 
percent accuracy in determining correct plant species cover. The 
computer program consisting of 21 subroutines was written in 
FORTRAN 77 to fa c il i ta te  the rapid execution of the succession 
model.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The majority of the diverse serai communities present on western 
Montana forest lands were created by timber harvesting practices and 
w ild fires . The vegetal composition of these conmunities influences 
timber production, w ild life  and livestock forage potentia l, recreation 
opportunity, watershed characteristics, and reforestation problems. As 
resource management strategies continue to intensify, land managers must 
be able to predict the probable response of forest vegetation to 
s ilv icu ltu ra l treatments and w ild fires so that various management 
alternatives can be evaluated. The need to predict successional 
compositions is magnified by the fact that early to mid-seral community 
types have been and w ill continue to be a major component of western 
Montana forests. Recently, the computer model has become a useful tool 
in predicting temporal changes in forest vegetation. Unfortunately, 
many current succession computer models were b u ilt for research purposes 
and are not oriented to management application. This thesis presents a 
quantitative computer model of succession designed to be used in 
resource management and planning.
This computer model is empirical in design and based on the 
successional community classification  system of Arno and others (1985). 
Major plant species of the Pseudotsuqa menziesi1/ Physocarpus malvaceus 
habitat type (P fis ter and others 1977) are individually modeled using
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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regression equations derived from an extensive successional data base. 
In i t ia l  establishment is based on each species' physiognomic and 
morphologic regenerative strategies and subsequent growth in canopy 
coverage is determined from empirical equations. Moreover, since a 
given stand-removing disturbance in combination with an appropriate 
s ilv ic u ltu ra l treatment can create a unique successional community which 
progresses towards climax along any one of several pathways, i t  was 
necessary to s tra tify  species regression equations by pathway.




Plant succession has been studied by numerous vegetation 
researchers. As a resu lt, many theories on successional processes have 
been formulated (fo r review see Drury and Nisbet 1973, Kessel 1 1980, van 
Hulst 1978) and diverse conceptual models have been developed (Cattelino  
and others 1979, Clements 1928, Connell and Slatyer 1977, Drury and 
Nisbet 1973, Egler 1954, Everett and Ward 1984, Gleason 1926, Horn 1976, 
Noble and Slatyer 1980, Odem 1969, Peet and Christensen 1980). However, 
since Noble (1981) suggests there is no "unifying successional scheme" 
but only a multitude of species specific trends (Pickett 1976), i t  can 
be assumed that no conceptual model can be applicable to a ll types of 
vegetation communities.
The " in it ia l flo r is tic s "  model of Egler (1954) generally describes 
early mechanisms of succession in western Montana (Arno 1981, Heinselman 
1982, Lyon and Stickney 1974). This model asserts that post-disturbance 
species dominance is dependent on the survival of intact plants or 
regenerating plant parts from the predisturbance community. And, as 
succession is essentially a species by species process (Drury and Nisbet 
1973) characteristic of Gleason's (1926) ind iv idualistic  community 
theory, multiple successional pathways can emerge depending on 
ecological characteristics of the plants (Noble and Slatyer 1980) and
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severity of the perturbation (Gardener 1980, G ill 1977, Kessel! and 
Fischer 1981). Application of these concepts in the Rocky Mountains is 
demonstrated by the multiple pathway model of Cattelino and others
(1979) and succession community classification  system of Arno and others 
(1985). Therefore, the direction of succession in western Montana 
forests is dependent on predisturbance plant composition, disturbance 
severity, and survival mechanisms of individual plant species (Antos and 
Shearer 1980, Debyle 1981, Lyon 1971, Lyon and Stickney 1974 Zamora 
1982).
Current quantitative succession models (summarized in Shugart and 
West 1980) deal mainly with the tree layer and rarely simulate changes 
in the undergrowth (examples in West and others 1981). These models use 
a variety of dependent variables to measure successional growth. Bartos 
and others (1983) and Shugart and others (1980) used biomass as a 
measure to define changes in vegetation over time, while Everett and 
Ward (1984) used percent cover as the successional measure. Variables 
such as stocking or species frequency (Bella 1970), basal area, and 
breast height diameter (Ek and Monserud 1974, Stage 1973, Kercher and 
Axelrod 1984, Botkin and others 1971a) are easily measurable for trees, 
but prove d if f ic u lt  to sample for undergrowth species. Shrub and herb 
compositions are frequently measured in percent canopy coverage because 
of cost efficiency (Arno and others 1985, Cholewa and Johnson 1983, Lyon 
and Stickney 1976, P fis ter and others 1977, Stickney 1980). Lindsey 
(1956) considers canopy cover "the most important single parameter of a 
species in its  community relations". The shrub succession model of 
Steinhorst and others (1984) and the FORPLAN model of Kessel 1 and Potter
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(1980) have percent cover as the predictive variable.
Forest succession models can be categorized into two approaches; 
deterministic or stochastic, based on the nature of the driving  
variables. Deterministic models can further be s tra tifie d  into three 
types: mechanistic, theoretical, and em pirical. The mechanistic model
uses basic physiologic functions to simulate changes in plant growth 
during succession (Botkin and others 1972a, Kercher and Axelrod 1984). 
Theoretical deterministic models use estimated or assumed parameters to 
drive hypothetical growth equations (Bartos and others 1983), while the 
data-intensive empirical models use regression equations created from 
substantial data bases to estimate successional growth (Adcard 1974, 
Arney 1974, Irwin and Peek 1979, Lin 1974, Stage 1973).
Stochastic approaches simulate successional replacement processes 
using Markov chain, Monte Carlo, and other types of probability models 
(Binkley 1980, Horn 1976, Leak 1970, Suzuki and Umemura 1974, Wagonner 
and Stevens 1970) Frequently, succession models are a combination of 
both approach and types within an approach. Steinhorst and others 
(1984) modeled succession as stochastic during plant establishment and 
deterministic thereafter.
Vegetation Ecology
Succession is d irec tly  influenced by the biology of each potential 
plant species. Physiognomic and morphologic characteristics of the 
vegetation, together with revegetation adaptations or strategies, 
dictate perturbation response and subsequent establishment and growth. 
A quantitative succession model must be fundamentally based on plant
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species ecology to accurately depict temporal composition changes. 
Therefore, i t  is essential to determine key modes of survival, 
establishment, and growth of the major species to be modeled. The 
following is an abbreviated summary of principle revegetation mechanisms 
for major plants modeled for the PSME/PHMA habitat type (Appendix A).
The two tree species modeled for th is habitat type are adapted to 
disperse seeds over short distances to gain reestablishment. Larix 
occidental is (LAOC), a major component in only the PSME/PHMA, moist 
phase, is a rapidly growing, shade-intolerant species whose seeds 
usually need a mineral seedbed to germinate and grow into an established 
seedling (Shearer 1976, Schmidt and others 1976). The seeds of the 
semi-shade-tolerant Pseudotsuqa menziesii (PSME) are capable of 
germinating in more diverse seedbed conditions but subsequent seedling 
growth is comparatively slower (USDA 1965). Neither species can 
reproduce vegetatively and, therefore, rely on o ff-s ite  and surviving 
seed sources fo r reestablishment (USDA 1965). Pinus ponderosa (PIPO) 
and Pinus contorta (PICO) are minor components of th is habitat type but, 
due to th e ir lim ited occurrence, were not modeled.
Shrub species show the most diverse response adaptations. The key 
indicator Physocarpus malvaceus (PHMA) sprouts from adventitious buds on 
the root crown (basal sprouting) a fte r disturbance damage (Crane and 
Habeck 1983, Habeck and others 1980, Schmidt 1980). However, recent 
studies revealed that sprouting from adventitious buds and nodes on 
deep-rooted rhizomes is also responsible for post-disturbance 
revegetation (Bradley 1984). These two adaptations allow PHMA to 
regenerate a fte r the most severe disturbances (Bradley 1984, Habeck and
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others 1980). Rhizomes account for the most regeneration in Spiraea 
b etu lifoH a (SPBE), which revegetates with high fecundity under certain  
environmental conditions, and Symphoricargos alba (SYAL), which needs 
large diameter rhizomes to insure adequate carbohydrate reserves for 
resprouting (Bradley 1984, Crane and Habeck 1983, Habeck and others 
1980). Both plants can reestablish a fte r moderate to severe 
perturbations. Vaccinium qlobulare, having its  perennating rhizomes 
nearer to the soil surface, is more susceptible to disturbance damage 
(Antos and Shearer 1980, Bradley 1984, Crane and Habeck 1983, M ille r  
1976,1977). The major basal (root crown) sprouters in the PSME/PHMA 
h .t .  are the shade-tolerant Acer qlabrum (ACGL), the ubiquitous 
Amelanchier a ln ifo lia  (AMAL), and the somewhat shade-intolerant Salix  
scouleriana (SASC). SASC can also reproduce from numerous, wind-borne 
seeds but the dry seedbed conditions associated with this habitat type 
generally inh ib it successful establishment via seed germination.
Two shade-intolerant shrubs have the unique adaptational advantage 
of reproducing from seeds which remain viable in the soil for long 
periods of time. The nitrogen-fixing Ceanothus velutinus (CEVE) 
produces seeds which may remain viable for 400 years or more and need 
heat treatment to s tra tify  the seedcoat for in it ia te  germination 
(Cholewa and Johnson 1983, Lyon 1971, Lyon and Stickney 1974, Morgan and 
Nuenshwander 1984, Mueggler 1965, Quick 1959). Although CEVE also has 
the capability to resprout basally, i t  is usually absent in stands with 
greater than 50 percent canopy closure, thus relying on the soil 
seedbank for creating the dense CEVE shrubfields evident on western 
Montana landscapes (Arno and others 1985, Lyon 1971, Stickney per.
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coram.). The bird-disserainated seed of Prunus virqiniana (PRVI) remains 
viable in the soil fo r shorter periods of time but expansion is often a 
result of basal and rhizoraatous sprouting (Habeck and others 1980, 
Mueggler 1965).
Two disturbance response mechanisms are exhibited by the three 
subshrubs in th is habitat type (Appendix A). Linnaea borealis (LIED) 
and Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (ARUV) are repent, mat-forming shrubs 
expanding vegetatively by creeping stems with l i t t l e  or no regeneration 
from seed (Bradley 1984, Crane and Habeck 1982, Flinn and Wein 1977). 
Since the majority of plant parts are very close to the soil surface, 
these species are extremely sensitive to disturbance (Arno and others 
1985, Rowe 1977, Bradley 1984). Conversely, Berberis repens (BERE) has 
moderately deep-rooted rhizomes (10-15 cm) that regenerate a fte r lig h t 
to moderate disturbances (Bradley 1984, Crane and Habeck 1983, M ille r  
1976).
A ll grasses listed  in Appendix A, with the exception of Aqropyron 
spicatum (AGSP), regenerate primarily from deeply buried rhizomes. 
(Antos and Shearer 1980, Lyon 1971, Mueggler 1965). However, Crane and 
Habeck (1983) found that the most abundant grass, Calamaqrostis 
rubescens (CARU), expands equally from seeds and rhizomes and can 
potentia lly  double in cover a fte r a disturbance. AGSP can resprout from 
rhizomes but the “bunchgrass" or tufted form of this perennial protects 
meristematic tissue from f i r e ,  allowing regrowth from the original plant 
(Stickney per. comm.). The sedges, Carex qeveri (CAGE), Carex rossii 
(CARO), and Carex conncinnoides (CACO), are usually not mat-forming like  
CARU but seem to possess the protective tra its  of the tufted grasses.
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Resprouting from rhizomes, stolens, and caudexes are the 
morphological adaptations to disturbance for forbs in Appendix A. 
Arnica cord ifo lia  (ARCO), Aster conspicuus (ASCO), and Thalictrum 
occidental is (THOC) regenerate mainly from rhizomes and are capable of 
surviving low to moderately severe perturbations (Crane and Habeck 1983, 
Habeck and others 1980, Lyon 1971, Lyon 1966, Mueggler 1965). Forbs 
having shallow-rooted rhizomes that are extremely susceptible to 
disturbance include the shade-tolerant plants Chimaphila umbel lata  
(CHUM), Goodyera oblonqifolia (GOOB), and Mitel la stauropetala (MIST) 
(Antos and Shearer 1980, Arno and others 1985, Rowe 1979). Adventitious 
buds on stolons account for expansion in Fraqaria vesca (FRVE) and 
Fragaria virqiniana (FRVI), but due to the close proximity of the 
stolons to the soil surface, Fraqaria coverage is somewhat reduced by 
moderate to severe disturbances (Rowe 1977). The colonizer Epilobium 
anqustifoilurn (EPAN) is capable of resprouting from rhizomes providing 
the intolerant plant is present on post-disturbance sites. However, the 
major mode of establishment is through production of copious, lig h t 
seeds that are dispersed over great distances by wind (Arno and others 
1985, Crane and Habeck 1983, Flinn and Wein 1977). This la tte r  
adaptation is also present to some degree in Hieracium albiflorum (HIAL) 
and Achillea millefolium (ACMI), although the seeds are usually only 
locally distributed. The warm, dry seedbed conditions of this habitat 
type are apparently the cause of reduced germination success for EPAN, 
HIAL, and ACMI resulting in low post-disturbance coverages (Arno and 
others 1985, M ille r 1976, Rowe 1977) In addition, HIAL and ACMI can 
resprout from a fisberrot caudex. The taproot caudex of Balsamoriza
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sagittate (BASA) is capable of resprouting a fte r low to moderate 
treatments while the stout, su rfic la l rhizome system of Xerophyllum 
tenax (XETE) can resprout i f  le f t  intact a fte r disturbance (Antos and 
Shearer 1980, Bradley 1984, Habeck and others 1980).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 3 
STUDY OBJECTIVES
At present, forest managers use qualitative procedures to assess 
s ilv ic u ltu ra l impacts on succession dynamics. Successional 
classification  systems such as Arno and others (1985) and Steele (1984) 
re la te  successional pathways to s ilv icu ltu ra l treatments and w ild fire  
but magnitudes of compositional changes are absent. This study was 
in itia te d  to provide quantitative estimates of successional sh ifts  in 
species coverage to fa c ili ta te  evaluation of management actions. 
Therefore, the objective of this modeling study is:
To develop a management-oriented, quantitative succession 
computer model that would predict post-disturbance plant 
species' response in the PSME/PHMA successional community 
types of Arno and others (1985).
11




Data for the succession computer model were collected on the 
PSME/PHMA h .t . 's  of the Lolo and B itterroot National Forests, the 
southern half of the Flathead National Forest, and parts of the Flathead 
Indian Reservation (Figure 1). This area is composed of rugged, heavily 
forested mountains bordered by grasslands and agricultural valleys at 
low elevations and slow-growing, "upper subalpine" forests at the high 
elevations (P fis ter and others 1977). The surface geology is mainly 
from the Precambrian Belt Series consisting primarily of quartzites and 
a rg ill ite s . However, the B itterroot National Forest is largely gran itic  
in orig in . Soils are medium to course-textured and generally shallow 
and rocky, but deeper mantles sometimes occur on north and east slopes 
due to deposits of volcanic ash and loess. Cryochrepts and Cryandepts 
are the major soil great groups of the area. The climate is described 
as inland maritime with short, warm-dry summers and cold snowy winters. 
Mean annual precipitation is approximately 15 to 25 inches for this  
habitat type.
The PSME/PHMA h .t .  consists of two phases. The dry phase is more 
abundant and occurs predominately on moderate to steep, south and 
west-facing slopes with presence on north and east aspects restricted to 
d rier portions of the study area. Elevation ranges from 3200 to 5800
12
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fee t. The more productive moist phase of this habitat type occupies 
moderate to steep, north and east-facing slopes between 3400 and 5300 
feet in elevation. The moist phase is not as abundant as the dry phase 
being absent from the B itterroot National Forest south of Stevensville 
and from the Lolo National Forest east of Rock Creek. The moist phase 
is distinguished from the dry phase by having LAOC as a forest component 
(Arno and others 1985).
Study Design
The data base used for model construction was created by pooling 
data collected for the review draft of the Arno and others (1985) 
classification  system with data subsequently collected for an evaluation 
of the classification system (Keane 1984).
In these studies, potential study sites were selected using the 
USDA Forest Service Northern Region timber data base and National Forest 
Ranger D is tric t compartment maps. A study site was often composed of 
several, different-aged stands, and typ ically  a combination of a 
disturbed stand with an adjacent control or mature stand. This multiple 
stand sampling was designed to minimize the three main sources of 
vegetation variation: 1. s ite  v a ria b ility  within a habitat type, 2.
geographic variations in the vegetation, and 3. variations in stand 
histories prior to treatment.
A c ircu la r, 375 square meter macroplot was established in a 
representative portion of each stand in the study s ite . The 
representative area was selected as displaying average vegetation 
compositions and uniform treatment severity across the stand. This
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procedure, described by Muener-Oorabois and Ellenberg (1974) as 
"subjective without preconceived bias", is sim ilar to that employed by 
P fister and others (1977) fo r the Montana forest habitat type 
class ifica tion . Canopy coverage for a ll woody and herbaceous species on 
the macroplot was ocularly estimated in cover classes (Table 1) as 
outlined by P fister and Arno (1980). In addition, tree species cover 
was s tra tifie d  into two diameter classes; coverage of trees less than 
and greater than four inches diameter at breast height (DBH). Other 
variables recorded on the macroplot were:
1. Elevation (fee t above sea level + 100 fe e t).
2. Slope (percent + 5%),
3. Aspect (degrees or azimuth + 5 degrees).
4. Plot location (Township, Range, Section).
5. Treatment type (Table 2 ) from stand records.
6. Treatment intensity type (Table 3) ocular 
estimation.
7. Percent exposed bare mineral soil (percent) ocular 
estimation.
8. Total tree cover (nearest five percent) ocular 
estimation
9. Average stand DBH (inches + 1 inch).
10. Stand basal area (square feet per acre + 5 sq. f t . )  
prism.
11. Stand age since treatment (years + 1 year) from 
stand records and fie ld  evidence.
12. Successional community type as defined by Arno 
and others (1985).
The sampling design of the evaluation study differed from that of the 
original classification study in that only one stand per study s ite  was 
sampled. This allowed the freedom to sample a wide range of communities 
within the study area in a lim ited amount of time. As a consequence, 
sampling was concentrated on the highly variable early-seral 
cormnunities. Additional tree data were collected during the 
classification  study but these were not used in the modeling study. A
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Table 1
Cover classes used to estimate cover on sample plots.
Cover Class Cover Range in Percent (%)
T or trace less than 1
1 1 to 5
2 5 to 25
3 25 to 50
4 50 to 75
5 75 to 95
6 95 to 100
Table 2
Sampled treatment types implemented in the model. 
Treatment type Abbreviation
W ildfire WF
Clearcutting with broadcast burning BB
Clearcutting with mechanical scarification MS
Clearcutting with no s ite  preparation NP
Table 3
Sampled severity types implemented in the model
Severity type Abbreviation
Low or ligh t L
Moderate or medium M
High or heavy H
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to ta l of 225 stands were sampled with 146 in PSME/PHMA, dry phase and 79 
in PSME/PHMA, moist phase habitat types.
Model Construction
The construction of the computer model of succession was done in a 
stepwise process. F irs t, f ie ld  data was inspected to determine 
appropriate species to model and then analyzed to assess ecological 
modeling c r ite r ia . Regression analyses were then performed on the data 
to compute equations which would approximately replicate species 
successional trends. Next, a computer program was written to 
incorporate equations and ecological modeling c r ite r ia  into a scheme 
which simulates succession on a community basis. The model was then 
tested with additional f ie ld  data to determine accuracy and precision of 
predictions and the test results were then used to further refine the 
model. These steps w ill now be presented in d e ta il.
The data were entered into computer data f i le s  in a format 
compatible with existing s ta tis tic a l and vegetation analysis programs 
(Gauch 1977, SPSSX 1984). Synthesis tables (Mueller-Dombois and 
Ellenberg 1974) were produced to select the most important or frequently 
occurring species to be modeled. These species (Appendix A) constitute 
the majority of cover in any succession community type. Also selected 
from these plants were the most dominant or the species that directed 
successional progression in any of the community types. (Table 4 ). 
These dominant plants are the species used in the succession 
classification key (Arno and others 1985).
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TABLE 4
Major plant species u tilized  in the regression analysis with th e ir cover 
as independent variables. These species were the same for both moist 
and dry phases.
Species name. Common name
1. Pseudotsuga menziesii and 
Larix occidental is 
(PSME + LAOC)
Douglas-fir and western 
larch
2. Physocarpus malvaceus (PHMA) Ninebark
3. Calamagrostis rubescens (CARU) Pinegrass
4. Carex geyeri (CAGE) Elk sedge
5. Ceanothus velutinus (CEVE) Evergreen Ceanothus
6. Amelanchier a ln ifo lia  (AMAL) Serviceberry
7. Acer glabrum (ACGL) Mountain maple
8. Salix scouleriana (SASC) Seouler's willow
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Two types of numerical analyses were employed to create the 
succession computer model. Ordination techniques were used in the 
formation of species response groupings and regression analyses were 
u tilize d  to estimate parameters for the prediction equations associated 
with the succession computer model.
Ordination is the process of arranging species (or samples) in 
relation to one or more environmental gradients using vegetation 
coverage data (Whittaker 1973). Numeric or graphic representation of 
species s im ilarity  along the gradients can be obtained from any of the 
current ordination programs (Gauch 1977). Using Polar and Reciprocal 
Averaging Ordination methods (Gauch 1982, 1977) on the data collected 
for species in Appendix A, s im ilarity  between plants along possible 
succession gradients was ind irectly  identified and response group 
clusters were delineated (Huschle and Hironaka 1980, del Moral 1983). 
Examples of ordination by species for both phases are shown in Figures 2 
and 3. Ordination results were used to fin a lize  the response groups 
defined in the next paragraph.
To simplify model construction, plant species were categorized into 
response groups using methods of reestablishment, response to 
disturbance, and tolerance to shade as c r ite r ia . Formulation of 
response groups was fa c ilita te d  by classifying species according to 
Raunkiaer's l i f e  forms (Chapman and Crow 1980, Mueller-Oombois and 
Ellenberg 1974) Plant Strategy Types (Grime 1979), and V ital Attributes  
(Noble and Slatyer 1980,1977). The results of the species 
classification and the ordination were used to create 24 response groups 
(Appendix B). These groups were designed to permit inclusion of
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additional species as more habitat types are incorporated into the 
model. With species response groups as guidelines, modeling decisions 
could be based on ecological attributes of plants.
The model was created empirically using multiple regression 
analyses. For each phase of the PSME/PHMA h . t . ,  a multiple regression 
analysis was performed for each species using only data from plots of 
the community types in each of the successional pathways depicted in 
Figure 4 and 5. These pathways were identified  from the classification  
system (Arno and others 1985) as explaining the greatest portion of 
successional variation. The multiple regression analysis was repeated 
for each successional pathway. The dependent variable fo r the 
regression analyses was percent cover fo r every plant species, and DBM 
and basal area fo r the stand. The independent variables included stand 
age, percent to ta l tree canopy cover, dominant species cover (dominant 
species are presented in Table 4 ), elevation, aspect, slope, treatment 
type, and treatment severity. Predisturbance cover, assumed to be the 
cover in the control or untreated stand on the same s ite  as the 
disturbance stand, was often used as an independent variable. However, 
this eliminated the evaluation data from the data base because the 
multiple stand sampling technique, which sampled an undisturbed stand 
adjacent to the disturbed stand, was not employed in that study. All
regression equations generated from the regression analyses were
developed to be descriptive as well as predictive in the successional
sense. Cover class values recorded for a ll vegetation variables were
transformed to percent cover using the percent midpoint for each cover 
class.
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PSME/PHMA, MOIST STRUCTURAL STAGES
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Figure 5- Successional diagram and pathway lis t  
for the PSME/PHMA, moist phase
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Various transformations were performed on the independent variables 
of stand age, to ta l tree canopy cover, aspect, slope and elevation to 
compensate for curvilinear trends in the data and variable Interactions. 
Sigmoid and asymptotic transformations were of the form described by 
Jensen (1979, 1973), Jensen and Homeyer (1970,1971), and Dolby (1963) 
while interactive transformations were formulated using ecological 
judgement. A summary of the transformations used in the regression 
analyses is shown in Appendix C.
Some species cover regression equations may have dominant species 
cover predictions as an independent variable. To eliminate confounding 
effects of related predictions for dominant plant species (Table 4 ), a 
p rio rity  system (Figure 6) was u tilize d  during the regression analyses.
In this system, each species was prio ritized  according to its
successional importance or its  re la tive  dominance in any successional 
pathway. Species of a lower p rio rity  were not used to predict cover of
a species with a higher p rio r ity . For instance, CARU coverage is not
used to predict PHMA coverage but PHMA coverage is used to predict the 
coverage of CARU. Since successional importance is based on pathway, 
CEVE received a p rio rity  higher than PHMA, CARU, or CAGE along any of 
the CEVE pathways.
Regression analyses were performed using the REGRESSION procedure 
in the SPSSX (1983) s ta tis tic a l software package on the University of 
Montana DEC 2060 computer. Regression coefficients associated with each 
pathway prediction equation were estimated by a stepwise process known 
as "backward elim ination". All independent variables were entered into 
an equation and then each was tested for removal using s ta tis tic a l
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FIGURE 6
P rio rity  system for species cover variables used in the regression 
analysis for model development. Cover fo r species with higher 
p rio r it ie s  are not used as independent variables in building regression 
equations for species of lower p rio r it ie s . This p rio rity  system is for 
both PSME/PHMA, dry and moist phases.
FIRST PRIORITY — Total tree canopy coverage
SECOND PRIORITY — PHMA
THIRD PRIORITY — CARU and CAGE
FOURTH PRIORITY — CEVE (except in CEVE
pathways where i t  is 
SECOND PRIORITY)
FIFTH PRIORITY — AMAL and ACGL and
SASC
SIXTH PRIORITY — All other plants
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significance c r ite r ia  (F value, tolerance). Once a ll insign ificant 
variables were removed, each would again be entered to determine i f  the 
variable accounted fo r additional variation. Combinations of seventy 
variables or variable transformations were used in the stepwise 
procedure with each combination selected to best represent successional 
trends fo r a given species. The estimated coefficients for each 
equation, along with the standard deviation about regression at mean Y, 
number of observations, and coefficient of determination were stored in 
an external data f i l e  to be accessed by the computer program.
The programming requirements for the model were that i t  had to be 
easily implemented on the new Forest Service FLIPS mini computers 
produced by the Data General Corporation and i t  had to be in a 
programming language compatible with many Forest Service compilers. 
Since large storage requirements fo r programs b u ilt on mini computers 
consume valuable computer time, i t  was decided to store a ll parameters, 
output labels, and simulation results in external f i le s  to be accessed 
by the program when appropriate.
Model Assumptions
Since models are sim plifications of re a lity , certain assumptions 
must be made to compensate for data lim itations. The assumptions for 
th is model are:
1. I f  a vegetatively reproducing plant is not present 
in the predisturbance community, i t  w ill not be 
present a fte r disturbance.
2. The pathways displayed in Figures 4 and 5 represent 
succession on the PSME/PHMA habitat type.
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3. There is always a seed source for the tree species.
4. The dominant plants in the p rio rity  system affect 
coverage of species with lower p rio r itie s ,
5. Presence of CEVE or EPAN on a predisturbance site  
or in an immediate area indicates CEVE seed in soil 
or EPAN seed source.
6. Basal sprouting is the main method of expansion 
afte r disturbance for SASC in the PSME/PHMA h .t .
7. Cover class is an adequate measure of species 
composition dynamics.
8. Any plant species has only one main method of 
expansion, a ll  others are considered to be 
ins ign ificant.
Model Validation
The model was tested with actual fie ld  data to assess the accuracy 
of postdisturbance cover class predictions. During the summer of 1984, 
20 new disturbance sites (13 in PSME/PHMA, dry and 7 in PSME/PHMA, moist 
habitat types) were sampled as previously described using the multiple 
stand sampling technique. Measurements for the control or untreated 
community adjacent to the disturbance stand were used as inputs to the 
model. Cover class predictions for each species from the computer model 
were then compared with the corresponding values recorded for the 
sampled disturbance community using regression techniques and frequency 
tables.




The computer model was structured in modular form, using a main 
driver to direct control to subroutines that perform unique tasks. A 
simplied flow chart is presented in Figure 7.
At the s tart of a simulation run, the defaults and flags 
in it ia liz e d  in the driver. Subroutine GREET is then called to 
in teractively describe the model and ask for the t i t l e  of the simulation 
run and habitat type phase to be modeled. Using habitat type phase as a 
key, the number of species, major species (in  the p rio rity  system), and 
transformation parameters are determined. External device numbers are 
also set to access proper f i le s .  MAJNAME is then called to read
the major species names from an external f i l e .  These names are stored 
in an array in order of decreasing successional p rio rity  so that the 
current year's coverage of high p rio rity  species can be used to predict 
coverage for lower p rio rity  species. The input data entry routine is 
then activated by calling IREAD.
The data entry routine is an interactive subroutine with a variety  
of features for entering input values. Two s k ill levels are available  
to the user. The Novice s k ill  level explains in detail the input value 
to be entered, while the Advanced level expedites data entry by printing  
a short, one line  prompt or query with minimal input value description.
29
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NO
L A S T  S I M U L A T I O N  YEAR 7
YES
Y E S
A N O T H E R  D IS T U R B A N C E  ?
Figure 7 - Simplified flowchart 
for the successional computer
NO
model.END P R O Q RA M
C A LC U L A TE  O T H E R  S P E C IE S  C O V E R
D E T E R M IN E  M AJO R  S P E C IE S  C O V E R
P R IN T  T A B L E S  A N D / O R  G R A PH S
ENTER  IN PU T  VA LUES
S T A R T  S I M U L A T I O N  R O U T IN E
S T A R T  I N T E R A C T I V E  ROUTIN E
KEY OUT P A T H W A Y
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Once the input value has been entered, the subroutine scans fo r entry or 
data boundary vio lations. Data boundary violations occur when the entry 
is not within the range of data used for model construction. The 
following is a summary of data boundary errors.
1. Succession cannot be modeled past year 300.
2. Succession can only start on or a fte r year fiv e .
Stands younger than five  years old were not used 
in model construction because of the inherent 
variab lity  within early-seral communities.
3. Elevation boundaries range from 3500 to 5800 fee t.
4. Canopy coverage can never exceed 100 percent for 
any species.
5. The number of individual simulation years cannot 
exceed f i f t y .
This is a lim itation  of the program not the data.
The number of simulation years can be determined 
by dividing the maximum year to model by the age 
increment.
6. Slope cannot exceed 100 percent.
7. Aspect must be between zero and 360 degrees.
I f  the program detects an error, subroutine ERROR is called and a 
message describing the type of error is printed. The user has the 
option of entering cover class or percent cover for predisturbance plant 
coverages. However, model output is always presented in cover classes. 
A summary of a ll entered values is printed at the conclusion of the 
entry session and the user is then able to change any of the input 
values. An example of an entry session is presented in Appendix D.
Two unique situations occur during entry of predisturbance plant 
coverages. I f  the user enters zero cover for e ither CEVE or EPAN, a
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message 1s printed asking the user i f  there is evidence of these plants 
o ffs i te . I f  so, the model assumes, based on response groupings, that 
viable propagules of these species are e ither on s ite  (CEVE) or can 
disperse onto the s ite  (EPAN). The predisturbance cover is then altered  
to re fle c t th is potential.
After data entry, the successional pathway is determined in 
subroutine PATHWAY. This procedure is the most sensitive component of 
the model since fa ilu re  to predict the correct pathway results in 
calculating cover from wrong regression equations. The successional 
pathway is assessed from predisturbance composition using a modified 
Arno and others (1985) classification  key fo r each phase (Figures 8 and 
9 ). These keys attempt to predict pathway before disturbance actually  
occurs.
Successional simulation commences once the pathway is established. 
Species cover for each simulation year is calculated in a two staged 
process. F irst major species' coverage is calculated in subroutine 
MAJOR in order of decreasing successional p r io r ity . Cover for remaining 
species is then calculated in subroutine COVER. To calculate coverage, 
both subroutines pass regression parameters obtained from external data 
f i le s  to REGRESS. This subroutine creates regression equations from 
seventy variables or variable transformations using the regression 
parameters as selection c r ite r ia . Response groups are used to decide 
how to model a species that does not occur on the predisturbance s ite . 
I f  the species is from group 1 or 2 (Appendix B), or occurs o ffs i te and 
is from groups 8 or 17, its  coverage is calculated via regression 
equations. I f  the species is a member of any other group, the
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FIGURE 8
Successional pathway key implemented in the model fo r the PSME/PHMA, dry 
habitat type phase. The cover requirements are for predisturbance 
conditions. Start at the top of key and stop at the f i r s t  requirement 
that f i t s .
1. CEVE greater than 5% canopy cover (cc) and treatment is
WF or BB at moderate to high s e v e r ity .......................................  la
la . AMAL* greater than 5% cc .................................  PATHWAY 9
lb. CARU** greater than 25% c c ...........................  PATHWAY 8
Ic . Not as above .......................................................  PATHWAY 7
2. AMAL greater than 5% cc ................................................................  2a
2a. AMAL greater than 15% cc ................................  PATHWAY 4
2b. CARU greater than 25% cc ................................  PATHWAY 5
2c. Not as above........................................................... PATHWAY 6
3. CARU greater than 25% cc .............................................................  3a
3a. CARU greater than 37.5% c c ............................  PATHWAY 2
3b. PHMA greater than 60.0% cc and low severity
treatment .............................................................. PATHWAY 3
3c. Not as above ..................................  (assumed) PATHWAY 2
4. PHMA greater than 15% cc .................................................. PATHWAY 1
5. Not as above ................................  (assume depauperate) PATHWAY 1
*  AMAL = AMAL + ACGL + SASC * *  CARU = CARU + CAGE
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FIGURE 9
Successional pathway key implemented in the model for the PSME/PHMA, 
moist habitat type phase. The cover requirements are fo r predisturbance 
conditions. Start at the top of key and stop at the f i r s t  requirement 
that f i t s .
1. CEVE greater than 5% cc and treatment is WF
or BB at moderate to high severity .............................................  la
la . AMAL* greater than 5% cc ...................................... PATHWAY 5
lb . CARU** greater than 25% cc and LAOC greater
than 5% cc ..................................................................  PATHWAY 6
Ic . Not as above   (assumed) PATHWAY 6
2. AMAL greater than 5% cc.....................................................................  2a
2a. LAOC greater than 5% cc and moderate to high
severity treatment ..................................................  PATHWAY 3
2c. Not as above ............................................................... PATHWAY 4
3. LAOC greater than 5% cc and moderate to high
severity treatment ..............................................................  PATHWAY 2
4. Not as above ................................................................................  4a
4a. PHMA greater than 15% cc ....................................... PATHWAY 1
4b. Not as above ..........................................  (assumed) PATHWAY 1
*  AMAL = AMAL + ACGL + SASC * *  CARU = CARU + CAGE
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successional coverage is assumed to be zero. REGRESS also scans 
computed coverage fo r negative values and values over 100 percent and 
adjusts to zero or 100% respectively.
Subroutine REGRESS also contains equations that were not 
em pirically developed. Data for some plant species were so poorly 
represented along a successional pathway that a s ta tis tic a lly  sound 
regression equation could not be constructed. In these cases, 
successional coverage estimates were based on a qualitative assessment 
of the limited data, or, more simply, equations were designed to 
represent a p lant's successional trends in general terms from visual 
inspection of the data. Three types of variables were used to 
qualita tive ly  assess cover changes as a result of disturbance, namely 
treatment severity, tree canopy cover, and age. Species in obligate 
climax (21), stoloniferous shade intolerant (20), and repent mat-forming 
climax (12) (Appendix B) response groups were assumed to be eliminated 
from the s ite  a fte r moderate to severe disturbances, but retained 
predisturbance coverage a fte r ligh t treatments. Species in response 
groups 17 and 8 were assumed to be absent from the s ite  a fte r 50 percent 
canopy closure. These assumptions were incorporated into the model in 
equation form by using treatment severity or canopy coverage as 
parameters.
Calculated species coverages for each simulation year are written  
to an external output f i le  in subroutine OUTFILE. This f i le  is accessed 
by subroutines which display simulation results.
The user can print results on the terminal or the line prin ter in 
two types of formats. Successional coverage can be presented in tabular
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format using subroutines TABLE (fo r line p rin ter) or SCREEN (fo r  
term inal). Graphic display is also available fo r individual species. 
Subroutines GRAPH (fo r line printer display) or DISPLAY (fo r terminal 
display) are used for th is task. These two subroutines create graphs 
with percent cover on the Y axis and succession years on the X axis. 
Since succession is modeled using only cover classes, the graphs depict 
only trends in coverage rather than actual percent and should be 
interpreted as such.
S tatis tics  associated with each pathway regression equation may be 
displayed to indicate the r e l ia b i l i ty  of the prediction. These 
regression equation s ta tis tics  are read from an external f i l e  in 
subroutine STATS and printed e ither on the line printer or terminal. 
The printed s ta tis tics  are coeffic ient of determination (R squared), 
standard deviation about regression at mean Y (Sy.x), and total number 
of observations (n ).
After the output is displayed for a particular simulation, the user 
has the option of implementing another disturbance on the same s ite . 
There are two ways by which an additional disturbance can be modeled. 
The user can model a new disturbance a fte r the old disturbance in which 
case the coverage of species during the last simulation year is used as 
the new predisturbance plant cover. Or, the user can implement a new 
disturbance in place of the old disturbance and the original 
predisturbance coverages are used. I f  an additional disturbance is not 
modeled, the program execution ends and a ll output f i le s  are erased.
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Model Specifications.
This computer model was programed in FORTRAN 77 and executed on a 
Perkin-Elmer 1200 mini computer located at the Northern Forest Fire 
Laboratory, Missoula, Montana, The code can be easily transfered to the 
FLIPS system now available at many National Forest d is tr ic t  o ffices . 
The program has low storage requirements (88 kilobytes) because a ll 
parameters, resu lts, and output labels are stored externally. Twenty 
one subroutines, using 2100 lines of structured code, are accessed by 
the d river, A copy of the code is presented in the User's manual (Keane 
1984), The average entry session requires approximately seven minutes 
at the Advanced s k ill  leve l. There are currently seven external f i le s  
which are accessed by the program including two temporary output f i le s .
Parameter Estimation
A l is t  of a ll regression equations with respective coefficients is 
presented in Appendix E. For each equation, the following s ta tis tics  
are also lis ted : coeffic ient of determination (R squared), standard
deviation about regression (Sy.x), and the to ta l number of observations 
(n ). Of the possible 603 regression equations (312 regression equations 
for the dry phase and 213 for the moist phase of the PSME/PHMA habitat 
type), 78 are qualitative estimates. The R square values range from 
0.44 to 0.99 with standard deviation about regression from 0.010 to 
18.000. This large variation associated with these s ta tis tics  is a 
direct consequence of poor data representation in some of the less 
sampled pathways.
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Simulation Runs
Outputs of a simulation run are presented in Appendixes F and G. 
Information printed for the user includes a description of the s ite , the 
keyed successional pathway, and the predicted coverage (in  cover 
classes) for each species by simulation year (Appendix F). Graphic 
output (Appendix G) displays plots of species percent cover on the Y 
axis versus stand age on the X axis. S tatis tics  associated with the 
user-specified species regression equations are also printed to 
indicated r e l ia b i l i ty  of the predicted coverages. All outputs may be
printed on the terminal or line prin ter.
Model Validation
The validation data for the undisturbed stands were used as model 
inputs and the simulation predictions were then compared with the actual 
cover estimated on the adjacent, disturbed stand. The model averaged 
63% accuracy in predicting cover class for a ll species, with dry phase 
simulations more accurate than moist phase simulation results (Table 5) 
probably due to the more extensive data base for the dry phase. Tree 
species proved to be the most d if f ic u lt  to model (55% accurate) when 
compared with the undergrowth (65% accurate). The PSME-CARU and CEVE 
pathways had the highest predictive a b ility  (63% and 67% respectively), 
but th is may be due to low validation sampling frequency in the 
remainder of the pathways (Table 6 ). Accuracy by treatment type is 
presented in Table 7. Species cover is best predicted on the
mechanically scarified stands (65%), but treatment type accuracy is
d if f ic u lt  to compare due to frequent sampling for this disturbance.
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TABLE 5
Results of model validation by habitat type phase.
Phase
Percent correct {%) 
Range Average Number of plots
Dry 45-74 65 13
Moist 45-74 59 7
Total 45-74 63 20
TABLE 6
Results of model validation by successional pathway.
Percent correct (%)
Pathway Range Average Number of plots
PHMA 45-45 45 1
PHMA-CARU 50-74 63 11
AMAL-PHMA 45-74 64 5
CEVE-PHMA 60-71 67 3
TABLE 7
Results of model validation by treatment type.
Percent correct (%)
Treatment Range Average Number of plots
WF not sampled 0
88 50-71 62 8
MS 45-74 64 10
NP 54-64 59 2
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In addition to comparing species cover, predicted successional 
pathways were compared with observed pathways to test pathway key 
r e l ia b i l i ty .  The nwdel determined the correct successional pathway in 
a ll 20 cases.
A common procedure for evaluating the accuracy of a model is to 
regress predicted values as dependent variables with observed values as 
independent variables and s ta tis tic a lly  test for a slope of 1.000 and a 
y-intercept of zero. The slopes for th is model were 0.79 for the moist 
phase and 0.88 for the dry phase of the PSME/PHMA habitat type. 
However, s ta tis tic a l tests on the slopes ( t  value) show that they both 
were not s ign ificantly  d iffe ren t from 1.0 with alpha or level of 
significance equals 0.05 (null hypothesis: beta = 1.0, alternative
hypothesis: beta not equal to 1 .0 ). Y-intercept values for the phases
are 1.28 (moist) and 0.78 (dry) with both these values not significantly  
d iffe ren t from zero. The results of the validation regression analyses 
show the model is over-estimating cover in the lower cover classes and 
underestimating cover in the higher cover classes. These results were 
used to refine the model a fte r validation analysis was completed.




The program was designed to easily accept additional habitat types. 
However, because ecological relationships between habitat types are not 
iden tica l, new transformations, d iffe ren t major species, and other 
pathway keys w ill be required when new habitat types are added in the 
future. A procedure for implementing habitat types into the model is 
presented in the User's Manual (Keane 1984).
Parameter Estimation
The regression coefficients were estimated according to species 
response groups. Equation parameters for species regenerating 
vegetatively (response groups 4 thru 6, 9 thru 16, and 18 thru 24) were 
estimated using only plots in which the species was present. This 
assumes that species which are not present before treatment w ill never 
become established a fte r treatment, and conversely, species which are 
represented in the predisturbance stand w ill never be eliminated from 
the s ite . However, a species could possibly be eliminated from the s ite  
as a result of a severe treatment, particu larly  i f  the species is in 
response groups 12, 18, 20, 21, or 23. In these cases, a ll plots were 
used in regression equation construction, but only i f  the pathway was a 
resu lt of a severe treatment as described by Arno and others (1985).
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Regression analyses for species in groups 1, 2, 7, 8, and 17 had every 
plot added to the regression data base because i t  was assumed these 
species could potentia lly  become established on the s ite  regardless of 
predisturbance cover.
The use of predisturbance cover as an independent variable was also 
governed by response group. Regression analyses for groups 1, 2, 7, 8, 
and 17 never integrated predisturbance cover as an independent variable 
in the equations because these species either did not occur in mature, 
closed-canopy stands or th e ir  method of revegetation was not dictated by 
surviving members. Equations fo r species in the remaining response 
groups employed predisturbance cover as an independent variable whenever 
i t  was s ta tis tic a lly  s ign ificant.
Predisturbance cover proved invaluable as an independent variable. 
This confirms concepts presented in past studies which describe 
succession in terms of the predisturbance composition (Lyon and Stickney 
1974, Stickney 1983, Steele 1984), Moreover, magnitudes of the 
predisturbance cover coeffic ients, approximately 1.0 or s ligh tly  less 
(Appendix E), indicate postdisturbance cover w ill be as much as 
predisturbance cover or s lig h tly  less depending on severity of 
treatment. Predisturbance coefficients associated with the equations 
used to predict SASC cover were sometimes greater than 1.0 indicating a 
gain in coverage as a result of disturbance. This gain could be 
explained as expansion via seed, but is more lik e ly  due to aggressive 
sprouting from severely suppressed plants. Unfortunately, 
predisturbance cover was rarely used as a predictor in the moist phase 
equations because few multi pie-stand sites were sampled by Arno and
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others (1985). Future modeling efforts  should sample mature stands 
adjacent to disturbed coiranunities so predisturbance cover can be 
Incorporated Into regression equations.
In some Instances, regression equations only explained data 
characteristics rather than describe successional tendencies. This was 
a consequence of Inadequate pathway plot representation coupled with 
high species cover v a r ia b ility  between s ites. This situation was 
especially prevalent In the PSME/PHMA, moist phase. Some successional 
pathways were poorly represented because they were rarely observed In 
natural situations. For example, the dry phase PHMA pathway (Pathway 1 
in Figure 4) had inadequate plot representation because s ilv icu ltu ra l 
and natural disturbances seldom create proper conditions for development 
of th is pathway. Data In these poorly represented pathways were often 
combined with data from sim ilar pathways to more adequately explain 
variation in successional communities. For Instance, dry phase Pathway 
9 (Figure 4) did not have enough observations for some species to 
adequately build re liab le  regression equations, so parameters were 
estimated using additional data from Pathways 7 and 8. These pathways 
are sim ilar in that a ll are CEVE dominated during early serai stages.
Certain age groups are absent In the data base for sim ilar reasons. 
Disturbed stands between the ages of 35 to 64 years are uncommon In 
western Montana because of f ir e  suppression policies and the fact that 
early logging a c tiv itie s  were usually partia l cuttings rather than 
clearcuts. This limited age distribution in the data base could explain 
underestimations in species cover predictions.
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Even in mature stands, plant species cover can vary greatly between 
sites of the same habitat type phase. Past disturbance histories such 
as underburning and thinning, and subsequent seed germination success 
rates are factors which might explain cover variations. For example, 
frequent surface fire s  might enhance seed germination of an otherwise 
sprouting plant eventually resulting In Increases In cover. Another 
s ite , sim ilar In physical s ite  clim atic characteristics, but 
experiencing l i t t l e  understory burning might have comparatively less 
cover for the same species because of the absence of reproduction by 
seed. The model cannot account for these differences In stand histories  
because lig h t surface treatments were not Incorporated Into the 
regression equations. As a resu lt, there Is Inherent va riab llty  In the 
coverage data due to these and other unknown factors and this va riab lity  
strongly affects regression equation form and precision. In it ia l  
regression analyses produced equations containing transformations which 
apparently made no sense ecologically but explained the greatest 
proportion of variation. In such Instances, equations were reformulated 
so that only transformations which reflected known successional 
processes were used. Unfortunately, standard deviations about 
regression usually Increased as a result of th is reformulation, as would 
be expected.
The error of the cover estimate Is often compounded when 
predictions are used as Independent variables In the regression 
equations. Since major species cover predictions are commonly used as 
Independent variables In minor species cover equations, additional 
variation is bound to be introduced. Yet, the compounded error of the
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minor species cover estimate is hopefully absorbed in the conversion of 
cover percent to cover class.
Validation and Refinement
This "brute force" validation procedure (described by Shugart and 
West 1980) is limited in scope because s ite  and vegetation conditions 
are not constant between disturbance and untreated stands. A mosaic of 
species cover between stands on the same s ite  influences the r e l ia b i l i ty  
of the model predictions. Differences in microsite and dispersal 
patterns are factors affecting the spatial d istribution of species 
cover. The model can not handle a vegetatively regenerating species 
which is present in the disturbance stand but not in the adjacent 
control or mature stand (Assumption 1 in Methods). This situation was 
often evident in the validation data. I f  these cases are eliminated 
from validation data base, accuracy increases by 3% to 5%,
An important ecological measure of model va lid ity  is the magnitude 
of difference between predicted coverage values and observe values. I t  
makes l i t t l e  difference ecologically i f  a species occurs at a trace 
(0.1% to 1% coverage) or cover class one (1% to 5% coverage), unless of 
course the species is rare or endangered which is not the case in this  
model. I f  these two classes are combined and validation data again 
analyzed, the average accuracy increases to 85% correct.
An important result of the validation process was the in a b ility  of 
the model to predict tree species cover re l ia b i l i ty .  This was probably 
due to the establishment of trees from a seed source in or adjacent to 
the disturbed area. The amount of seed (seed crop) and subsequent
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dispersal is dictated by highly variable weather conditions. The 
stochastic nature of these weather variables makes i t  extremely 
d if f ic u lt  to model tree establishment determ inistically. Regression 
equations only predict average species cover regardless of current or 
past weather influences. Therefore, coverage predictions for individual 
tree species should be interpreted as averages.
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CONCLUSIONS
Empirical models do have th e ir lim itations. Regression equations 
do not indicate cause and effect relationships, therefore, changes in 
species cover are modeled as "black boxes" which produce desired outputs 
but give no insights as to why these changes occur. Basic successional 
processes such as nutrient allocation, microclimate a lte ration , and 
competition are not addressed in th is empirical model. On the other 
hand, mechanistic models which simulate these basic processes rarely  
produce outputs that can be used in resource management because 
dependent variables are not of the form useful in management planning. 
Future modeling effo rts  should bridge the gap between the empirical and 
mechanistic designs to produce management-oriented succession models 
which are founded on fundamental ecological interactions.
Model Improvement
The data base fo r the model could be improved by sampling 
successional communities along the infrequently observed pathways at the 
same intensity as the other pathways. Although these communities are 
less common in west-central Montana, they must be adequately represented 
so that s ta tis tic a lly  re liab le  regression equations can be b u ilt . A 
more evenaged plot d istribution is also needed to accurately describe 
shifts  in species coverages.
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Additional pathways within a habitat type phase could Improve model 
accuracy. Successional variation In species cover could be more 
accurately assessed by the Inclusion of more successional pathways 
s tra tif ie d  by new community types. However, a larger data base w ill be 
required to properly represent each of the new pathways.
An alternative modeling design is to simulate successional changes 
by response groups rather than by species. I f  collective cover of a 
species within response groups could be used as the dependent variable, 
perhaps the high variab lity  between plots could be decrease. Of course, 
th is assumes species within response groups occupy approximately the 
same ecological niche. Another modeling approach involves the use of 
factor analysis on the dependent variables. Since data is collected in 
discrete categories (cover classes). Is converted to percent for 
analysis, and then reconverted back to categories. I t  might prove 
beneficial to use Factor analysis on the cover classes categories to 
more accurately predict successional compositions.
Impl1cations
This model can be used for any phase of management planning where 
the major emphasis is on the vegetation component. W ild life  managers 
might need to assess the effect of two alternative treatments on the 
cover of a major browse species. Timber specialists could determine the 
natural regeneration success of LAOC afte r two types of cuttings. 
Recreation planners might wish to evaluate the consequence of 
clearcutting with respect to visual quality . The outputs of th is model 
could be used as an evaluation tool for each of these concerns.
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APPENDIX A
List of the most frequently occurring or the most dominant plant species 
on the PSME/PHMA habitat type. Also included is the common name and the 
four le t te r  abbreviation for that species.
TREES GRASSES
Larix occidental is Agropyron spicatum - AGSP
(western larch) (Bluebunch wheatgrass)
Diameter classes: Calamagrostis rubescens
WL<4-less than 4 " dbh (pinegrass) -  CARU
WL>4-greater than 4" dbh Carex concinnoides - CACO
WLAL-total cover a ll dbh (northwest sedge)
Pseudotsuga menziesii Carex geyeri -  CAGE
(Douglas-fir) (elk sedge)
Diameter classes: Carex rossii - CARO
DF<4-less than 4" dbh (Ross’ s sedge)
DF>4-greater than 4" dbh
DFAL-total cover a ll classes
SHRUBS FORBS
Acer glabrum -  ACGL 
(mountain maple)
Amelanchier a ln ifo lia  -  AMAL 
( serviceberry)
Ceanothus velutinus -  CEVE 
(snowbush)
Lonicera utahensis -  LOUT 
(Utah honeysuckle) 
Physocarpus malvaceus -  PHMA 
(ninebark)
Prunus virginiana - PRVI 
(chokecherry)
Rosa gymnocarpa - ROGY 
(rose)
Salix scouleriana -  SASC 
(Scouler's willow)
Spiraea b e tu lifo lia  -  SPBE 
(spiraea)
Symphoricarpos albus - SYAL 
(snowberry)
Vaccinium globulare - VAGL 
(blue huckleberry)
Achillea millefolium -  ACMI 
(yarrow)
Antennaria racemosa - ANRA 
(woods pussytoes)
Arnica cordifo lia - ARCO 
(Heart-leafed arnica)








Fragaria vesca - FRVE 
(strawberry)
Fragaria virginiana - FRVI 
(V irg in ia strawberry) 
Goodyera oblongifol1a -GOOB 
(rattlesnake plantain) 
Hieracium albertinum and 
albeflorium (hawkweed)-HIAL
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APPENDIX A (c o n 't)
List of the most frequently occurring or the most dominant plant species 
on the PSME/PHMA habitat type.
SUBSHRUBS FORBS (con't)
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi -  ARUV 
(kinnickinnic)
Berberis repens - BERE 
(creeping Oregon grape) 
Linnaea borealis -  LIBO 
(twinflower)
M ite lla  stauropetala -MIST 
(starry mitrewort) 
Thalictrum occidentale 
(meadowrue) -  THOC 
Xerophyllum tenax -  XETE 
(beargrass)
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APPENDIX B
Species Response Groupings fo r  the 33 species in  the PSME/PHMA h a b ita t
type.
TREES
Group 1 -  Shade tolerant (climax) 
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Group 2 -  Shade intolerant (serai)
Larix occidental is Pinus ponderosa*
Group 3 -  Serotinous serai 
Pinus contorta*
SHRUBS
Group 4 -  Root-crown sprouting serai 
Prunus virginiana Salix scouleriana**
Group 5 -  Root-crown sprouting climax 
Lonicera utahensis Rosa gymnocarpa
Group 6 -  Root-crown sprouting meso-seral 
Acer glabrum Amelanchier a ln ifo lia
Group 7 -  Light-seed producing serai 
Salix scouleriana**
Group 8 - Soil dormant seed producing serai 
Ceanothus velutinus
Group 9 -  Rhizomatous climax 
Vaccinium globulare Symphorocarpus albus 
Spiraea b e tu lifo lia
Group 10 -  Rhizomatous meso-seral 
Rubus parv ifo lia
Group I I  - Root-crown sprouting and rhizomatous climax 
Physocarpus malvaceus
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APPENDIX B (c o n 't)
Species Response Groupings fo r  the 33 species in  the PSME/PHMA h ab ita t
type .
SUBSHRUBS
Group 12 -  Repent mat-forming climax 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Linnaea borealis
Group 13 -  Rhizomatous climax 
Berberis repens
GRASSES
Group 14 -  Mat-forming rhizomatous climax 
Calamagrostis rubescens
Group 15 -  Tufted rhizomatous climax 
Carex concinnoides Carex geyeri
Group 15 -  Tussocked or bunched climax 
Agropyron spicatum Carex rossii
FORBS
Group 17 -  Widely-dispersed. lig h t seed producing serai 
Epilobium angustifolium
Group 18 -  Locally dispersed lig h t seed producing serai 
Achillea m illefolium ** Hieracium albertinum
Group 19 -  Rhizomatous climax 
Arnica cord ifo lia  Antennaria racemosa
Group 20 -  Stoloniferous serai 
Fragaria vesca Fragaria virginiana
Group 21 - Obligate climax 
Chimaphilla umbel lata  Goodyera oblongifolia
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APPENDIX B (c o n 't)
Species Response Groupings fo r  the 33 species in  the PSME/PHMA h a b ita t
type.
FORBS (con't)
Group 22 -  Rhizomatous serai 
Thalictrum occidentale Mitel la  stauropetala
Group 23 - Caudex perenniatinq serai 
Balsamorhiza sagittata Achillea millefolium
Group 24 -  Stout rhizome climax 
Xerophyllum tenax
*  Species was not modeled but used to create a response group to 
fa c il i ta te  addition of new habitat types.
* *  Species demonstrates duel revegetation mechanisms
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APPENDIX C (c o n 't)





















1.0-Age/Agemax) /O.7 )**5 .0 ))
1. 0-Age/Agemax) /O.6 )**6 .0 ))
1 .0-Age/Agemax) /O.9 )**8 .0 ))
1.0-Age/Agemax)/O.7)**8.0))
1 .0-Age/Agemax) /O.8 )**8 .0 ))
1.0-Age/Agemax)/0.8)**9.0))
1 .0-Age/Agemax) /O .8 )**10 .0 ))
1 .0 -Age/ Agemax) /O.6 )**4 .0 ))
1.0-Age/Agemax)/0.9)**10.0))
1 .0-CC/CCmax) /O.8 )**5 .0 ))
1 .0-CC/CCmax) /O.6 )**6 .0 ))
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r * 'iN  f  OR<;uM
E x t x U T I U t l  Cir kOHSUn FOLLOWS i PSQG 69
F O R , S t  s u c c e s s i o n  f to t ie l
i S  a  C Q no H ter  n o d e l  w h ic h  p r e d i c t s  t h e  c « v e r  o f  ma j  or
p l a n t  s p e c i w s  e a i ^ t i n o  on é  h a b i t e r  t v p e  o v e r  t i m e .
I>o vov w is h  f v r t h e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  on t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  t h i s  m o del ?  
u l f  «se a n s w e r  Y < v *s J  or  N ( no >:
T h i s  c o m p u t e r  model  r e a d s  i n p u t  i n f o r m a t i o n  q i v e n  by t h e  u s e r  «no u t i l  t i e s  
t h e  i n p u t  i n f o r m a t i o n  i n  a number o f  m v I f i p l e  r e g r e s s i o n  e o u a t m n s .
T h es e r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  p r e d i c t  t h e  c o v e r a g e s  o f  t h e  m a jo r  s o e c i e s  
i n  .« h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e  o v e r  a u s e r - s p e c  i f  l e d  t i m e  spun , The s u c c e ' s s i o n a l  
' - i m i U a t i o n  s t a r t s  on t h e  f i f t h  y e a r  a f t e r  t h e  s t a n d  r e n o v i n g  d i s  i vrp*»nce
The u s e r  w i l l  b e a s h e d  a v a r i e t y  o f  q u e s t i o n s  p e r  t  a m  m q  t o ;  
t .  The s i t e  t o  b e  m o d e l e d .
2 .  The  t i n e  p e r i o d  and i n t e r v a l  to  m o d e l .
T,  The  p o s t - d i s t u r b a o c e  c o v e r a g e s  o f  t h e  m a jo r  p l a n t  s p e c i e s .
4 .  The t y p e s  o f  o u t p u t s  t o  b e  g e n e r a t e d
I t  I S  i m p o r t a n t  t h a t  t h e  u s e r  i n p u t  o n l y  one  v a l u e  p e r  p r o m p t  ( q u e s t i o n ) 
an d  end t h e  e n t r y  w i t h  a c a r r a g e  r e t u r n .  I f  t h e r e  a r e  any  Q u e s t i o n s  
c o n c e r n i n g  i f ie  d a t a  e n t r y  p r o c e d u r e s , p l e a s e  c o n s u l ,  t  t t i e  USER 'S GUIDE  
b e f o r e  p r o c e e d i n g  .
DATP ENTRY PROCEDURE 
P l e a s e  e n t e r  « t i t l e  f o r  v o u r  s i m u l a t i o n  r u n  :
The t i t l e  c a n n o t  e x c e e d  60  c h a r a c t e r s  and s h o u l d  d e s c r i b e  t h e  u n i q u e  
4 S o e c t 5  o f  T h i s  s i m u l a t i o n .  ( e i :  BIG  FORK CREEK TIMBER U N I T  P'JhE/PHMA, DR Y > 
'DEMO RUN PSME/PHMA. DRY BOB KEANE
P l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  number c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e
w h i c h  you w i s h  to m o de l  I f  you d e s i r e  more i n f o r m a t i o n
on w h i c h  h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e  y e o r  l a n d  a r e a  k ey s t o , p l e a s e  c o n s u l t
t h e  p u b l i c a t i o n  "FOREST SUCCESSION ON FOUR HABITAT TYPES IN  WESTERN MONTANA"
to o b t a i n  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  i n f o r m a t i o n .
T he p h a s e s  i m p l e m e n t e d  i n  t h i s  m ode l  a r e :
1 -  PSHE/PHNA«DRY
2  -  PSN E/PH H A,M O IST
4  -  ABLA/XE TE,VA CL
5 -  ABIA /X E TE ,V A S C
P l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e  nu m be r:
fern An e n t r y  o f  " 2 "  w o u l d  c a u s e  t h e  mo del  t o  s i m u l a t e  s u c c e s s i o n  
on t h e  PSME/P h m a , MOIST  h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e . )
THE INPUT OF S I T E  VARIABLES
P l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  e l e v a t i o n  o f  t h e  d i s t u r b a n c e  s i t e  i n  f e e t  
( e i : > 4 5 0 0 )
E n t e r  t h e  .i ^.pec t  o f  t h e  s i t e  i n  d e g r e e s :
( ex : >350 -  t h i s  w oul d b e  a n o r t h e r l y  a s p e c t )
P l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  s l o p e  i n  p e r c e n t ;  ( e x i > a s >
INPUT OF PRE-DISTURBANCE VEGETATION COVERAGE
You w i l l  now b e  p r e s e n t e d  w i t h  t h e  l a t i n  name f o r  e ac h  o f  th e  
m a ) or s p e c i e s  o c c u r r i n g  on t h i s  h a b i t a t  t y p e  p h a s e . A f t e r  t h e  name,  
p l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  ( c o v e r  c l a s s  o r  p e r c e n t )  f o r  t h a t  p l a n t  s p e c i e s .  
( e :  I Ac e r q l a b r u m  >45)
T h e r e  a r e  two ways to e n t e r  p r e - d i s t u r b a n c e  c o v e r a g e s .
you Can e n t e r  c o v e r a g e  c l a s s e s  or  t h e  a c t u a l  p e r c e n t  o f  c a n o p y  c o v e r a g e .
5o you w is h  t o  e n t e r  c o v e r  c l a s s e s ?  ( P l e a s e  e n t e r  "Y" ' y e s )  or  "N" (no>>
T he C o v e r  T l a s s e s  i m p l e m e n t e d  i n  t h i s  m odel  a r e :
D -  z e r o  or  no c a n o p y  c o v e r a g e  
T -  t r a c e  or  0 . 1  to  1 . 0  % c a n . c o v .
1 -  1 . 0  t o  5 0 % c a n . c o u .
2 -  5 . 0  to  2 5 . 0  Z  C a n .  cov
3 -  2 5 . 0  ta  SO.O X c a n .  c o v .
4 -  5 0 , 0  to ? 5 . 0 % c a n .  c o v ,
5  -  7 5 , 0  to  9 5 . D % c a n .  c o v .
6 -  95 0 to lO R .O  % Can  c o u .
P l e a s e  u se  o n l y  t h e s e  v a l u e s  f o r  c a n o p y  c o v e r a g e  c o d e s .
F n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  a l l  t r e e  s p e c i e s  <CCAL>:
E n t e r  t h e  a v e r a g e  D i a m e t e r  a t  b r e a s t  h e i g h t  < D BH ),  i n  i n c h e s ,  f o r  «11  
t r e e s  i n  t h e  s t a n d  :
>13
E n t e r  t h e  a v e r a g e  B a s a l  A r e a  o f  t h e  s t a n d  i n  s q u a r e  f e e l  p e r  ac res  
n n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  D o u g l a S - f i r  l e s s  t h a n  4 i n c h e s  DBh  ( D F ( 4)
Ertt wr  T h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  D s u g l a s - f i r  g r e a t e r  t h a n  4 i n c h e s  DBH ( D F > 0 ) :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  a l l  D o w g l a s - f i r  <DFAL)i
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  A c e r  g la b r u m  (ACGL) o r  m o u n t a i n  m ao le ;
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  Arnela neh i e r  a l n i f e l i a  lAMAL'  o r  s e r w i c e b o r r y :
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W i t h  nn v i ^ i b l v  e v i d e n c e  o f  C e * o t h v s  »n m e  s i t e .  H « w e w e r , 
p r e s e n c e  o f  C e e n o t h w s  s e e d  on s i t e  c j n  w<vw4l ly  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  by  
t u o  means F i r s t ^  a r e  t h e r e  C e a n s t h u s  p l a n ' s  on t h e  nos i d i  », « ^ r b r - j  
p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  s t a n d  ( r o a d  c v t s  o r  f i l l s ,  s k i d  r o a d s .  e t c > .  n«iri 
e c o n d , a r e  t h e r e  many s e n e s c e n t  C e a n a t h v s  0 l * n t s  i n  t h e  s t a n d  w h ic h  
do r»ot  c o n s t i t u t e  g r e a t  c o v e r a g e ?  I f  t h e  a n s w e r *  i s  ye s  t u e i t h e r  one 
o f  t h e s e  q u e s t i o n s  p l e a s e  e n t e r  " Y " ,  o t h e r w i s e  e n t e r  " N *  . , .
(  The c v v e r a q e  f a r  L o n i c e r a  v t a h e n s i *  (L O U T )  or  U t a h  h o n e y s u c k l e :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  P h y s o C a r p v s  n a l w a c e u s  (PHMA) o r  n i h e b a r k :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  P r v h w s  v i r g i n i a n a  ( P A V l ) * r  c h o k e c h e r r y :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a o e  f a r  R a s a  g y n n o e a r p a  <ROGY> o r  w i l d  r o s e :
>T
G t i t p r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  S a l i m  s c o w l e r i a n a  <SASC> o r  S c o u l e r ' s  w i l l o w :
E n t p r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  S p i r a e a  b e t v i i f o l i a  <SPBE> * r  w h i t e  s p i r a e a :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  S y n p h o n c a r p a s  a l t v s  ( 5YAL ) o r  s n o w b e r r y ;
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  V a c c i n i v m  g l o b u l e r e  <UAGL> o r  b l u e  h u c k l e b e r r y :
E l i t e s  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  A r c t o s t a p h y l a s  u v a - u r s i  (A R V V )  o r  h i n n i k i n n i c :
E n t t * r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  B e r b e r i s  r e p e n s  < BERE) o r  c r e e p i n g  O r e g o n  qprip e;
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  L i n n a e a  b o r e a l  i s  ( L I B 0 >  o r  t w m f l o w e r :
>0
E i i t (? r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  A g r o p y r o n  s p i c a i v n  (ACSP ) o r  b l w e b v n c h  w h e a t g r  j s s  :
E n t e r  th e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  C a l a n a g r o s t i s  r w b e s c e n s  (CARU)  o r  p i n e g r a s s  :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  C a r e i  c o n e i n n o i d e s  (CACO) o r  n o r t h w e s t e r n  s e d g e :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  Carem g e y e r i  <CACE> o r  e l k  s e d g e :
>2
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  C a r e t  r o s s i i  (CARO) o r  R o s s  s e d g e  :
>0
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  A c h i l l e a  m i l l e f o l i u m  ( A C M l > o r  y a r r o w :
>T
E n t » r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  A n t e n n e r i a  r a c e m o s e  (A N R A ) o r  w o o d ' s  p v s s y t o e s
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  A r n i c a  c o r d l f a l i a  (ARCQ) o r  h e a r t l e a f e d  a r n i c a :
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f a r  A s t e r  e o n s p l c u u s  (ASC O)  or  show y a s t e r :
>0
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  B a l s a m o r h i t a  s a g i t t a t e  (B A SA ) o r  a r r o w l e a f  b a l s a m r < , # t
>r
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  C h i m a p h i l a  u m bel  l a t a  (CHUM) o r  p i p s i s s e w a :
>T
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  C p i l o b i u n  a n g u s l f o l i u m  ( E P A N )  o r  f  i r e w e e d  :
>0
E l f  ewewd (E P A N )  h a s  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  to  d i s p e r s e  many l i g h t  s e e d s  o v e r  w i d e  r a n n c  
I s  t h e r e  e v i d e n c e  o f  F i r e w e e d  i n  a r e a s  t h a t  a r e  o f f - s i t e ?
P l e a s e  e n t e r  y e s  <Y> o r  no  ( N ) . , .
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  F r a g a r i a  v e s c a  (F R V E )  o r  s t r a w b e r r y :
)T
Ent»?r The c o v e r a g e  f o r  F r  a g a r  i a  v i r g i n i a n a  ( F R U I >  o r  V i r g i n i a  s t r a w b e r r y  :
>0
E n t e r  rhe c o v e r a g e  f o r  G o o d y e r a  o b l o n g i f o l i a  (GOOB) o r  r a t t l e s n a k e  p l a n t . t m :
>0
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  H i e r a c i u m  s p p .  < H IA L>  o r  hawk weed :
E o t c j r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  M i t e l l a  s t a u r o p e t a l a  ( M I S T )  o r  s t a r r y  mi  t r e w o r  t :
>T
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  T h a l l c t r u m  o c c i d e n t a l e  (T H O C )  o r  w e s t e r n  m e a d o w r y e ;
>T
E n t e r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  X e r o p h y l l u m  t e n a x  (X C T C )  o r  b e a r g r . : s s  :
>0
T H I S  I S  THE END OF THE FRE- D IS TUR BAHCE VEGETA TION  COM POSIT IO N ENTRY PROCEOURf
IN P U T  OF MANAGEMENT VARIABLES
P l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  num ber  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  t y p e  w h i c h
w i l l  b e  i m p l e m e n t e d  on t h e  d i s t u r b a n c e  s i t e .  T he t r e a t m e n t  t y p e s  a n d  t h e i r
r e s p e c t i v e  n u m b e r s  a r e :
1 '  W I L D F I R E  
? -  BROADCAST BURN
3 -  MECHANICAL S C A R IF IC A T IO N  ( i n c l u d e s  p i l e  and  b u r n )
4 -  NO S I T E  PREPARATION
P l o n t e  e n t e r  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  t y p e  n u m b e r :  ( e x  : an e n t r y  o f  2 w u v l d  
r e s u l t  i f i  m o d e l i n g  a b r o a d c a s t  b u r n  t r e a t m e n t  d i s t u r b a n c e )
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r i K ' a s e  »«'r r h o  n u m b e r  c e r r f . B o n d i n g  t h e  i n T « ' f « s j t v  or . M v i t  i ; v  ,
«1 r h e  r . B r f r m e n t .  T h e  s ^ e v e n t v  T y p e ^  w i t h  r h e  i r  r t - sp vc  t  i vi-' n i i n b t r - - ,  n .
1 -  L I G H T  OR LOW S E V E R I T Y  
i? -  MODERATE S E V E R I T Y  
1 -  H f G H  OR HOT S E V E R I T Y
R I  e  : s  e e n t e r  t h e  ' S e v e r i t y  t y p e  n u m b e r  : ( e  m : an e n t r y  o f  2 
r u 1 1 s  i n  t h e  m o d e l i n g  o f  a  n o d e r a t e l y  s e v e r e  t r e a t m e n t )
>2
I N P U T  OF THE T I M E  C O N S T R A IN T S  
T oo W i l l  b e  a s h e d  t o  e n t e r  t w o  t i m e  v a r i a b l e s  t o  m o d e l  
a c c e s s i o n . T h e  f i r s t  t i m e  v a r i a b l e  i s  t h e  t o t a l  a m o u n t  o f  t i m e  ( m  v i - .  
y o u  w i s h  to  m o d e l . T h e  s e c o n d  t i m e  f a c t o r  i s  t h e  t i n e  i r u r u m - n t  
•»t w h i c h  v on  w i s h  t #  e x a m i n e  t h e  s u c c e s s i o n a l  c o v e r  ai#ms 
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i f  yo u w i - i h e d  t o  m o d e l  a d i s t u r b a n c e  s i r e  f r o m  
w e a r  5  t o  y e a r  ? 0 0  ( a f t e r  d i s t u r b a n c e )  a n d  y ou  w a n t  to lonfa  
a t  t h f  % p e c l e s  c o v e r a g e s  e v e r y  10 y e a r s ,  s i m p l y  e n t e r  20 D  
a f t e r  t h e  f i r s t  p r o m p t  a n d  10 a f t e r  t h e  - s e c o n d .  T h e r e  i s ,  h ow ev w , , 
o n e  r u l e  w h i c h  y o u  m u s t  r e m e m b e r  : t h e  m o d e l  c a n  o n l y  h a n d l e  ®-n t , n e
i n t e r v a l s .  T h i s  m e a n s  t h a t  t h e  t i m e  s p a n  < i n  t h i s  ex am p Im 2 0 0  ) <i i  v idm«i 
b y t h e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l  ( 1 0 )  m o s t  n o t  b e  o r e a t e r  t h a n  311 <ir>
t h i s  c a s e  2 0 0 / 1 0  = 2 0 ) .
P i e a - i e  e n t e r  t h e  t i m e  s p a n  w h i c h  y o u  w i s h  t o  m o d e l  s u c c e s s i o n .
( e * ;  an  e n t r y  o f  2 0 0  w o u l d  r e s u l t  m  t t t e  p r e d i c t i o n  o f  t h e  m a j o r  
s p e c i e s  c o v e r a g e s  wp To t h e  2 0 0 t h  y e . j r  a f t e r  d i s t u r b a n c e )
>2 0 0
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P l e » ' - . e  e n t e r  t h e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l  a t  w h i c h  you  w i s h  t o  v i e w  s u c c e s s  n»n . 
( e * :  an « n t r y  o f  2 0  w o u l d  a l l o w  y ou  t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  c o v e r a o e s  
□ f  t h e  m a j o r  p l a n t  s p e c i e s  e v e r y  2 0  w e a r s  wp t o  t h e  m a u m u m  y e a r  
y o u  s p e c  i f l e d  a b o v e )
W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  t o  s e e  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  y o u r  s u c c e s s i o n a l  
t a b u l a r  f o r m ?  ( P l e a s e  e n t e r  " Y “ ( y e s )  o r  " N "  ( n o ) )
)G
u 1 a 1 1 0 n If.
A *’ Y *  o r  a
» * m x »  ERROR « » » » »  
wa s n o t  e n t e r e d . P l e a s e  t r y  a g a i n  . . .
W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  t o  s e e  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  y o u r  s v c c e s s i o n a l  s i m u l a t i o n  i n  
t a b u l a r  f o r m ?  ( P l e a s e  e n t e r  " Y "  ( y e s )  o r  " N "  ( n o ) )
)Y
l i u v l d  y o u  l i k e  r e s p o n s e  g r a p h s  f o r  t h e  m a j o r  s p e c i e s ?
( P l e a s e  e n t e r  "Y" ( y e s )  o r  "N" ( n o ) )
>Y
SUMMARY OF THE DATA I N P U T  S E S S IO N  
THE FOL LOWING ARE THE VA LUES  W HIC H WERE ENT ER ED :
<1> E t E V  ( F T ) »  4 8 0 0 .
< 2 )  ASPECT ( O E G ) =  1 60 .
( 3 )  SLOPE ( ï ) - =  4 5 .
< 4 )  TREATMENT TYPE < 1 - W F , 2 - 8 8 ,  3 - M S ,  4 - W P )  = 1
< S )  I N T E N S I T Y  TY PE  ( 1 - L O W ,  2 - M O D ,  3 - H I G H )  ^  2
' 6 >  T I M E  SPAN TO MODEL »  2 0 0  YRS
( 7 )  T I M E  IN T E R V A L  *  2 5  YRS
< « )  TABLE FORMAT ( O - N O .  l - Y E S )  » 1
( 9 >  g r a p h  g e n e r a t i o n  ( O - N O ,  I - Y E S )  = 1
I f  y o u  w i s h  t o  c h a n g e  a n y  o f  t h e  i n p u t  v a l u e s ,  , p l e a s e  e n t e r  t h e  nnmbi^r 
( i n  p a r e n t h e s i s )  n e x t  t o  t h e  i n p u t  v a l v e  w h i c h  y ou w i s h  t o  c h a n g e ,
I f  y » u  a r e  s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  t h e  e n t r i e s ,  e n t e r  z e r  n ( (I ) t o  c o n t i n u e ,
' e x :  i f  y ou  w i s h  t o  c h a h a e  t h e  e l e v a t i o n  v a l u e ,  e n t e r  t h e  n u mbef  I i
)0
P R E D IS T U R B A N C E  PLAN T S P E C I E S  COVERAGES 
THESE VA LUES ARE PE CENT COVERAGE EX CEPT DBH 6  BA;
MOTE : T h e  m; d p o i n i $  o f  t h e  ic o v e r c l a s s e s  w i l l b e  p r e s e n t e d .
f I ) C CA L) 6 2 , 5 ( 2 ) DBH > 1 3 .  Q ( 3 ) BA > 1 3U . < 4 ) DF ( 4 ) 3  , n
( 5 > DF > 4 > 6 2 . 5 (  6 ) DFAL > 6 2 . 5 ( 7 ) ACGL ) 3 . 0 ( 0 ) AMAL> .5 . 0
< 9 ) C E V E ) 0 . 0 L O U D 0 . 0 ( I D PHMA) 0 . 5 ( 1 2 ) P R V I  ) 0 .  n
( I  3 > HOCY) 0 . 5 ( 1 4 ) S ASC) a 5 ( 1 5 ) S P B t ) 1 5 . 0 ( 1 6 ) SYAL > 7 . 9
( 1 7 ) V A C L ) 0 . 0 ( I f i ) A R UV) 0 . 0 ( 1 9 ) B E R E ) 3 . 0 ( 2 0  ) L I B D ) Q . 0
( 2 1  ) AGSP> 0 . 5 CARU) 1 5 . 0 ( 2 3 ) C AC O) 0 . 0 i 2 4 ) CA(,F> •1 5 . 0
( 2 5 ) CARO) 0 . 0 ( 2 6 ) ACMI ) 0 . 5 ( 2 7 ) A N PA ) 0 . 5 < 2 8  > ARCO) <i . 3
( 2 9 ) ASCU) 0 . 0 ( 3 0 ) BASA) 0 . 5 431  ) CHUM) 0 . 5 ( .12  > CHAN) - , .  Ü
( 3 3 ) F R V E ) 0 . 5 ( 3 4 ) F R V I  > 0 0 ( 3 5 ) GOOB) Q . U ( 3 6 ) H i A I . ) 0 . L
( 3 7  ) M i y  T) 0 . 5 ( 3 8 ) THOC) 0 . 5 < 3 9  ) X E T E ) 0 . 0 [ 4 0  )
I t  y o u  w i s h  t o  c h a n g e  a n y  o f  t h e  p r e - d i s t u r b a n c e  c o v e r a g e s ,  p l e a s e  
4 n t n r  t h e  n u m b e r  ( i n  p a r e n t h e s i s )  n e x t  t o  t h e  p l a n t  na m e w h o s e  c o v e r j o s ’ 
yo u  w i s h  t o  a l t e r .  I f  no  c o r r e c t i o n s  a r e  n e c e s s a r y ,  o o t m r  l e r o  ( O '
« E x ;  t o  c h a n g e  t h e  t o t a l  c o v e r a g e  o f  a l l  t r e e  s p t - c i e s  (CCAl ) ,
<»n t e r  t h e  n u m b e r  I )
) 1  1
En t o r  t h e  c o v e r a g e  f o r  P h y s o c a r p u s  m a l v a c e u s  (P H M A ) o r  n t n e b . i r  k :
>4
PR E D IS T U R B A N C E  PLAN T S P E C I E S  COVERAGES  
TH ES E VALUES  ARE PE CCNT COVERAGE EX CEP T DBH & BA:
MOTE : T h e  m i d p o i n t s  o f ' t h e  c o v e r c l a s s e s  w i l l b e  p r e ' t e n t e d  .
( 1 ) C C A L ) 6 2 . 5 (  2 ) DBH > 1 3 . 0 < 3 ) BA ) 1 3 0 . < 4> D F < 4 > 3 , 0
( 5 ) D F > 4 > 6 2 . 5 t  6 ) D F A L ) 6 2 . 5 ( 7 ) ACGL) 3 . 0 I 8 ) AMAL> 3 .  0
< 9 ) C E V E ) 0 . 0 ( 1 0 ) L O U T ) 0 . 0 ( 1 1 ) PHMA) 6 2  . 5 ( 12> P R V I  > 0 . 0
( 1 .i > ROGY) 0 . 5 ( 1 4 ) S A S C ) 0 . 5 ( 1 5 ) S P B f  > 15  D ( 1 6 ) SYA L ) 3 ,  n
( 1 7 ) V A G L ) 0 . 0 < 1 8 ) A R U V ) 0 . 0 ( 1 9 ) B E P E ) 3 . 0 < 2 0  > L I P O ) 0 . 0
( 2 1  > ACSP ) 0 . 5 ( 2 2 ) CARU) 1 5 .  0 ( 2 3 ) CACO) 0 . 0 ( 2 4  > C A L F )  ■I . 0
( 2 5 ) CARO) 0 . 0 ( 2 6 ) ACM I > 0 . 5 ( 2 7 ) ANRA) 0 . 5 ( 2 9  > AHCÜ) 0 . 5
( 2 9 ) A SC O) 0 . 0 ( 3 0 ) BASA) 0 , 5 <31 ) CMUM) 0 . 5 ( 3 2  ) E P A N ) 5 . 0
( 3 3 ) F R V E ) 0 , 5 ( 3 4 ) F R V l  ) 0 . 0 ( 3 5 ) GOOB) 0 . 0 ( 3 6 ) H I  A D 1 . 3
( 3 7  ) M I S T ) Ü . 5 ( 3 0 ) THOC ) 0 , 5 < 3 9 ) Xl:TF> 0 . Ü ; 40  ) ) (1 .0
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î f  V (#1 w i s h  t o  C h a n g *  , *n y o f  i h p  o r e - d i s t u r b a n c e  c o v e r a g e * - ,  p i D a ' . i *  
t * n t e r  the* n « m b * r  ( m  p a r e n t h e s i s )  n e x t  t o  t h e  p l . i n t  n a m e  w h o * \e  
v o w  w i  t o  a l t e r .  I f  n o  c o r r e c t i o n s  a r e  n e c e s s a r y ,  e n t e r  z e r o  C O ) .  
\ E < ;  to  r  h a t i Q *  t h e  t o t a l  c o w e r a u e  o f  a i l  t r e e  s p e c  l e * ,  
e t » t e r  t h e  n w m h e r  I )>0
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f o ü  t t a v *  t h e  o p t i o n  o f  e i t h e r  p r i r > t i n g  t h *  o u t p u t  on  t h i s  t e r m i n a l  or 
o n  t h e  l i n e  p r i n t e r .  Do  y o u  w i s h  t o  v i e w  t h e  o u t p u t  on t h i s  t e r m i n . »  I  
P l e a s e  a n s w e r  y e s  < Y )  o r  n o  < N > .
D A T A  i n p u t  S E S S I O N  NOW C ON CLU DED . S I M U L A T I O N  W I L L  CO M M E N C E ,
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR 2 5 .
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR 5 0 .
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR 7 5 .
C I I R R F N T L V S I M U L A T I N G YEAR t o o .
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR 1 2 5 .
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR I S O .
c u r r e n t l y S I M U L A T I N G YEAR 1 7 5 .
C U R R E N T L Y S I M U L A T I N G TEAR 2 0 0 .
X » X X X « * K X X X X X » K » « » » • « »X-
T I T L E  :DEMO RUN P S M E / P H M A ,  DRY BOB KEA NE
D E S C R I P T I O N  OF TH E S I M U L A T I O N  A R E A :
E L E V A T (O N  : 4 8 0 0 .  F E E T  T R E A T M E N T  T Y P E  ; W I L D F I R E
AS P E C T : 1 6 0 .  DE GR EES I N T E N S I T Y  T Y P E  : MODERATE
S i OP E ; 4 5 .  ( D E G R E E S )  H A B I T A T  T Y P E  P H A S E  : P S M F / P H M A . DRY
S U C C E S S I O N A L  PATHWAY D IA G R A M :
A M A L -P H M A  
P S M E / A M A L - P H M A  
P S M E / P H M A - C A R U
- )  P S M E / A M A L - P H M A  
- >  P S M E / P H M A - C A R U
x x x x - x x a x x  x x i  x
P r e s s  " C "  t o  c o n t i n u e  t h e  d i s p l a y  o f  o u t p u t
S P E C I E S COVER AG E ( C L A S S E S ) AT V A R I O U S  AGES ( Y E A R S )
S p p  na m e 2 5 5 8 7 5 1 0 0 1 2 5 1 5 0 1 7 5 2 0 0
CCAL 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
DBH 2 5 8 11 1 3 1 4 15 16
BA 2 2 6 7 1 0 5 1 3 6 1 5 9 1 7 7 1 9 0 J V 9
DC ( 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DF >4 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
D F A L 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
ACGL 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
AMAL 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
CCVE 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 <i
L O U T 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 U
PHMA 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
P f i V I 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
ROGY T T T T T T T r
S A S C T r T T T T r I
5 P B E 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .i
S Y A L I t I t 1 1
VAGL 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0
P r e s s  " C " To c o n t i n u e  t h e d i s p l a y o f  O M t P U t
)C
S P E C I E S COVE RAGE ( C L A S S E S ) AT V A R I O U S  AGES ( Y E A R S )
S p p  name 2 5 50 7 5 1 0 0 1 2 5 1 5 0 1 7 5 2 0 0
A R U V 0 Q 0 0 0 n 1)
BERE T T T 1 1
L f B O 8 0 0 0 0 0 u 0
ACSP 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 fl
C A R U 2 2 2 2 2 2 J
CACO 0 0 0 0 0 1) 0 Ü
CA GE 2 2 2
CARO 0 0 0 0 0 ■'
A C M I r T r T T T r 1
ANRA 0 0 0 0 U 0 Q 0
ARCO » 0 0 0 0 0 0 n
ASCO 0 0 0 0 0 u ;t
BASA T T T T T r r
CHUM T T T T T T r r
E P A N f 0 0 G 0 0 (i 0
F R V E 1 r 0 0 0 0 0 0
F R V  C 8 0 0 0 0 0 a (1
P r e s s  C ' t o  c o n t i n u e  t h e d i s p l a y o f  o u t p u t
)C
S P E C I E S COVERA GE ( C L A S S E S ) AT  V A R I O U S  AGES ( Y E A R S )
S p p  na m e 2 5 SO 7 5 t o o 1 2 5 1 5 0 1 7 5 2 1)0
GOOB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II
H I A L r T T T T T T r
H I S T T T T T T T T r
THOC T T T T T r T
X E T E 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0
P r e s s  "C
)C
t o  c o n t i n u e  t h e  d i s p l a y  o f
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F l f ? 4 s e  e n  t e r  t h e  s o e c  i e s  a b b r e v i a t i o n  f o r  t h e  p l a n t  wh i  c h y o u  w i s h  
a a u c c e s s i o n a l  g r a p h . I f  vou w i s h  t o  s e e  a l i s t  o f  t h e  a b b r e v i a t  i o n s  
w i t h  t h e  p l a n t  n a m e s , s i n g l y  e n t e r  a q u e s t i o n  n a r k  ( ? ) .
To t e r m i n a t e  t h e  g r a p h i n g  s e q u e n c e , e n t e r  END.





















X COVER* 4Ü 9 »  1 2 0  1 6 0  2<‘ U ( A t L  I N  fLAPS





















%COVER* 4 0  8 0  1 2 0  1 6 0  2 0 0  < AGE I N  YEARS
E n t e r  s p e c i e s  a b b r e v i a t i o n  < t y p e  END t o  t e r m i n a t e  o r  ? f o r  s p e c i e s  l i s t ) :
>END
Th e  c o v e r a g e ,  D&H a n d  b a s a l  a r e a  e s t i m a t e s  w e r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  
r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s .  T h r e e  i m p o r t a n t  r e g r e s s i o n  s t a t i s t i c s  a r e  
a v a i l a b l e  f o r  e a c h  e q u a t i o n :
1 .  S t a n d a r d  e r r o r  o f  t h e  r e g r e s s i o n  l i n e  ( s ) .
3 .  C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  d é t e r m i n a t i o n  (R  s q u a r e ) .
3 D e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m  ( N ) .
H o w e v e r ,  r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  f o r  som e s p e c i e s  c o u l d  n o t  b e  e s t i m a t e d  
d u e  t o  i n a d a g u a c i e s  i n  t h e  d a t a  s e t  o r  s i t e  v a r i a b l i t i e s  w i t h i n  t h e  
p l a n t  s p e c i e s .  I n  t h e s e  c a s e s , t h e  t h r e e  r e g r e s s i o n  s t a t i s t i c s  
a r e  p r e s e o f e d  a s  z e r o s .
Do y ou  w i s h  t o  e x a m i n e  T he  r e g r e s s i o n  s t a t i s t i c s  f o r  a n y  s p e c i e s  eg  ua 1 1 on ? 
E n t e r  Y ( y e s ) o r  N < n o ) :
>Y
To e x a m i n e  t h e  i^ ta  t  i s f  i c s  y o u  m u s t  e n t e r  t h e  f o u r  l e t t e r  a b b r e v i a t i o n  
f o r  t h e  ’- ' .o e c ie s  w h i c h  t h a t  e q u a t i o n  c o n c e r n s . E n t e r  a q u e s t i o n  
m a r k  < ? > to  r e c e i v e  a l i s t  o f  a i l  i h e  s p e c i e s  w i t h  t h e  a b b r e v i a t i o n s  
o r  e n t e r  "END" t o  t e r m i n a t e  t h i s  r o u t i n e .
E n t e r  Th e  f o u r  l e t t e r  a b b r e v i a 1 1 on : ( ex  : PHMA>
)PH#1A
t h f  ' i  I H I 1 -, t  I (, I, i ij / f ’ HMA f l r  ;
Sfjiidard E r r o r  13  . : 1W R s u v a r e  - 7 6  Dir'tir of Frei'din - 17
E n t e r  T h e  f o u r  l e t t e r  a b b r e v l a t i o n  : ( e x i P H M A )
>CCAL
T l i e  S t a t i s t i c s  f o r  CCAL a r e  :
S t a n d a r d  E r r o r  =  2 0 . 8 5 2  R s q u a r e  = 5 4  D e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m  = 5 0
E n t e r  t h e  f o u r  l e t t e r  a b b r e v  i a  t  i  on ; < ex  : PHMA)
)E ND
W o u l d  you  l i k e  t o  i m p l e m e n t  a n o t h e r  t r e a t m e n t  on t h e  s a m e  l a n d  a r e a ,  
b u t  a f t e r  t h e  p r e v i o u s  t r e a t m e n t ?  P l e a s e  e n t e r  " Y "  o r  "N "  . . .>N
W o u ld  you  l i k e  * o i m p l e m e n t  a n o t h e r  t r e a t m e n t  on t h e  s a m e  d i s t u r b a n c e  
a r e a  u n d e r  t h e  s am e  s i t e  a n d  t i m e  c o n d i t i o n s ' )
P l e a s e  e n t e r  " Y " o r  ” N" . . .>N
TUTc; m n n n  tm c  c r c c t n w  mac wm.i r w h r n  u a h c  a h i r r c  a a v
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APPENDIX E
List of the Pathway Regression Equations.
This appendix is composed of many tables containing regression equations 
s tra tif ie d  by pathway fo r each species. Each variable in the equations 
has been assigned a fo u r-le tte r abbreviation to condense the format. A 
key to the abbreviations is presented at the beginning of the appendix. 
The appendix is also s tra tifie d  by the two phases; PSME/PHMA, dry and 
PSME/PHMA, moist. Equations that were formed qualitatively (not from 
regression analyses) have zero values for the coefficient of 
determination (R squared), number of observations (N), and standard 
deviation about regression (STD DEV).
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( AMAL ♦ ACGL + SASC >








EXPiM 1.0 - A6E/A6EHAX»/0.9)̂ (̂e.0)) 
eXP<(<1.0-A6E/AGEHAX)/0,7)**(6> »/10E06 
EXP I(I 1.0 - AGE/AGEMAX>/O.S)̂ îa.O)) 
CXPt(< 1.0 - AGE/AGEMAx)/0.e)̂ *(9.0)) 
EXP< <(1.0-AGE/AGEMAX)/0.S)»»(10))/1000 
AGÊ (̂0.35)
EXPMd.O - AGE/AGEMAX)/0.6)**(4.0) ) 
CC*̂ <-0.A0)
(AGEMAX - A6E)*»«5.0) / lOElO 







CC*̂ (-2.00) / 1000.0 
CC*̂ (-0.60)







AGE /(l.O + AGE»̂ 2.0)
CC**(0.30)
PREDISTURBANCE COVERAGE 
SLOPE / aspect 
CC**(0.2S)
DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT (DBH)
(ELEVATION / ASPECT) / 100000.0 
AGE ••(-1.50)
EXP(((1.0-CC/CCMAX)/0.6I**(9) • 1000,0 
AGE ••(-0.90)














«< SEV. TYPE TO ELIMINATE SPECIES 
«< AGE WHICH SPECIES DIES FROM STAND
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APPENDIX E (con't) 
Regression equations for PSME/PHMA, dry phase. 
Nine successional pathways.
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f l o G T * 0 . « l ‘» 4 i 0 , 9 9 2  > # P R E O * ( - 0 . 6 4 8 » * E X P 3 4 # 0 . 1 0 4 » * C C P 6 3b
SASC OR S n t r v  S C O ULE RlA hA
PATH P CGPKSS IC A L O U A T IO r ;  FQOH wSC STi - 'Ey
1 Sf .i»Cs 1 . î " « * f - 0 . 0 1 2 l # P # # M A * f - 0 . 0 2 S l * S L ù P 11 0 . 1 ' “
? VA bC s 0 . 1 6 2 * 1 I . S 9 0 i « C C A 2 4 f 1 . 2 0 0 ) * P R E 0 4 ( - 1 . 3 5 0 > *C C A G * { 0 . 0 0 2 » * A S P T - ' . 9 4 17 1 . 2 4 6
j SA SCs 0 , 0 0 0 * 1 1 . 5 0 0 I + P R E O " 1 . --0
4 SAb C= - 0 . 5 2 9 4 # 1 . 6 4 0 I - P R C Û 0 . 6 8 2 . 9 0 0
5 SASCs - 0 . 5 2 3 4 ( 1 . 6 4 0 ; # P R E D 0 . 6 P 3 .  = 7 "
6 SASCs - 0 . 5 2 3 * f 1 . 6 4 0 1 * P R E 0 O.hP
■,9 2 . " o :
7 SASCz - 0 . 2 6 « 4 t H « > . a 0 7 ) * l / C C 4 < 0 . 0 5 S » « G R S S 0 , ^ 9 0 , 4 1 9
b S A S C : - n , 2 6 0 * { 4 6 , 8 0 7 > * 1 / C C * < 0 . 0 S 5 l * G R S S
7 . 4 « " .-*1 *
9 TASC s - 0 . 2 6 P * # < 4 6 . 8 0 7 ) * 1 / C C 4 I 0 . 0 S 5 l « G P d S
7 .9 9 3 . 4 1 «
« « * « *  PATHWAY REGRES SIO N E f l O A T IO H S  POR SPBF OR S r i R A F f l  ' ^ E T U L l F O L l a . • • • •
PATH H C G P f S S I O K  EOUATIOW F OHM
= S0 c T :  - r  1
1 s p e £ = 1 0 . 6 1 3 4 # 0 . 6 l O ) * P R E 0 4 t • 2 5 . 9 1 5 > * C C A 2
O . t l 11 1 2 . U ? *
a S P B t * - 8 . 3 1 6 4 # a . 9 6 7 » « P R E 0 4 < # ) . l 3 4 » * E X P 5 4 f - 0 . 0 5 4 ) # A S P T * (
3 , i 2 6 t * s y R r 0 . 8 ? 17 5 . 6 9 8
5 s p e c = 2 . 7 5 1 * # 0 . 6 5 4 ►•PREO
0 . 5 1 23 I C . ^ 5 " :
4 S P B C : 6 . 9 4 3 * 1 a . 9 7 7 » * P R £ ü 4 # - 4 . 2 5 3 » * T R M T * < 0 . 1 6 3 1 • PH M A* # - 9 , e 7 2 » * l / C C * l  3 . 9 7 4 » « a GE6
n . 9 4 21 4 . 0 4 9
5 SPf iC = 2 3 . 8 6 9 4 # Q . 9 9 8 1 * P R E 0 * < - 6 . l 6 7 > * T R h T
o . n 22 8 . O 2 0
6 S P 9 E * 2 4 . 6 6 1 4 # 0 . 9 a u » * P A E 0 * | - 7 . 9 9 9 | * S V H T
" . 6 9 21 « .5 e o
7 S P B E : 3 . 1 1 2 4 # 1 7 . 2 0 0 I * 1 / C C * ( 0 . 7 4 5 l * P R E 0
7 .4 9 2«* ? ,  * * 9
8 SP BE s n . ü T Î * # n . 9 4 9 > * p R e o * i 7 . 7 3 4 » * E X H 4 4 # - 4 . 0 2 3 } »CCP2
'  , 9 2 I ' 11 .
9 s p e e s 1 7 , 0 3 0 4 # Q . 9 6 9 I # P R E D * I a . 0 9 4 , # E X R 4 4 | - 4 , 0 3 0 } * C C P 2 * #
- 5 , 4 4 " ►•SVRT 0 . 9 3 3 Ï 3 . 634
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4= ATM ' r G f i c s s :o i .  r o t t f t T i c . i  foiJH 'T - '  "F
I >r AL* • 2 t . V V 4 *  4 " . 9 9 ^ ) * E K l 2 * f 1 , 0 1 3 )  •PRC-J*  ( « . 6 S 1  ) .  F V T 11 . .74,7
2 t T A L s 0 . 6 l T > * p r t £ o Zt- 9 , t .  7
5 <YAL = 31 - T , « « * 5 » * T H K T + < - 0 , 1 1 4  ) * E k 1 0 * * 0 . A 3 2 ) , P » C D 1 . ? A 51
“ TALs U . 6 s b » * P H £ 0 * ( 2 2 , T 4 5 ) » 1 / C C : . *>6 2 : 6 .  r
5 ?TAC = 3 2 . 2 9 T » # l / C C * * 0 , 7 9 9 » * P R C 0 * * - 0 . 7 3 6 ) * t L E W IS
6 , f  A c * 2 9 , 1 8 6 » , 1 / C C * * O , 7 4 0 ) * P R t U * f - 0 . 4 l 7 ) * E u f v 0 . 6 » 2 ? 6 , : 5 ®
? < Y A L : f 5 . 2 5 f - K - 1 7 . 7 6 0  I • S V H T * { 0. !» 5 U > » C C i’ 6 * * 0 . a i i l , P R E P C 77 1 7 5 .  : 0 1
T Y A L * m . L 0 6 + < l l . e 7 1  M l / C C *  * - 7 . 3 2 C ) * C C 4 G C . C ' 36 0 .
i Y A L s 1 -  .C A 6 + t H . 9 7 H . 1 / C C * * - 7 . 3 2 ô J*CCAG 1 =
PATHWAY HEQ'^FSSIO» EUUATIGNS FO*» v A G l  0 » V f i C C I M U ' l  GLOftuLARE . . . . .
PATW h t G H t S « l C K  t 'J U i T T Ü f l  FOHM sT ' i  : E v
1 'J AGL* Q .  P O O * ( l . O C O ï w P R E O ft
9 V AGL* O . h i n * ! 0 . 4 0 n  » # P R E 3 * * S . O O O ) « T 5 l V 0 C , FtftO
i V AGL* C . P O O * t 0 . 9 n u ) « P R E 0 * * 2 , 0 0 0 ) * T S L Y 0 . '  ? 0
(# ' AGL* - C , P A C * 1 J . 0 C C * * A G E 2 * f 0 . 0 3 2 ) « S L A S * r 0 , 1 4 0 ) , P R E O 2 1 ; .  1 Î  4
- O . U 3 * * * t 0 , 0 0 U I # A K G 2 * * 0 . 0 3 2 ) « S L A S * ( 0 . 3 4 0 ) • F R E n . 6 6 ?1 ' . 1 1 *
'■AteLs - 0 . 0 5 A + ( o , r ) o o » « A o c 2 * < 0 . 0 3 2 ) * S L m S * ( 0 . 3 4 0 > * P R E n 1? 4 6 6 21 n . 1 1 4
r V AGL * 0 . 4 7 S * I 1 . 0 1 U » « A G G 3 0 . 9 9 7 0 . 0 / 6
4 >/ i C L * 0 . 4 ? = + , 1 . 0 1 0  >*AGE3 0 . 9 4 7
9 v& G L* 0 . 4 4 7 * ( * ' . n 2 9 i * C C P l * < - 0 . 0 0 3 ) * A G E 3 ' . 6  6 1C J . 1 9 * .
• • * * «  PATHWAY HFGHE^SJOM GO UATIONS FOR ARUV OR APTOSTAPh YLOS I ' V A - L P S I
Pf.TH MEGRESSlOA'  f O l t A T I O N  FO Pr rs<3 '1 S T l  OF :
I 1 . 4 0 T ) * C C A 2 * ( - O . S 2 6 ) « S L O P O.ftJ 25 ' * . 9 4 4
? b . 4 i f U # P R E 0 * * f l , o n 2 ) * c x r 2 * « - 0 . 0 6 0 ) , 1 / C C * ( 0 , 0 0 6 ) *SLOP 0 , 9 9 2 4 0 . 0  76
3 i - i -UV* 5 . 4 l O I # P f l E O * * 0 . 0 0 2 »*F) (M 2 * ( - 0 . 0 6 0 ) , 1 / C C + * O.OOf«>*SLOP 1 , 4 9 54
*i..UV = A . 5 0 A + < 0 . 1 ? « * t * S L A S * « - 0 . 0 2 7 ) * S L U P 0 . 4 7 2 1 0 . 5 1 1
9 r ^ M V * 0 ,G f .A*< 0 . 0 3 4 1 * T n f E 0 . 5 7 11 0 ,  = 14
4 A 'U V  = h * F ô f i ♦ ( C . 0 3 4 l « r P E E -..  = 7 11 0 , 9 1 *
T A<>UW = 5 , l 6 5 t * T R 4 r '’ . f  ? 6 . 1 6 6
« A. , V : ■ 5 .1 A 9 » » T mMT n . S 2 6 . 1  b6
- I 0 . ü j 9 + t '’ . 1 3 4  f * c c v e * « 3 . 0 6 4 ) * T R i i T C . =■ = ID -  . |?13
•  • • « •  Pr-.fHHflT r CGr ESSXON EO L A T IO N S  FOR 0CPC OR 0 E P 9 E R I S  REPELS
PATH B EG R ES SI C ^  r a U A T I C ' f  FÛAX FT'  ^Ev
1 n C R E * 1 5 . 9 6 3 I * C C A G 1 2 '• . 3?C
2 u r a c s • A . 3 2 ? * 1 U . 0 4 « i * * A G E l * * O . O 1 0 ) * A S P T * « 0 . 1 7 3 l , E L f V * l - n . 1 5 0  ) "SLOP 0 . 6 ? 2 b I  . 6 * 5
3 PCRLs O . b c T t t 1 7 . 3 0 0 > * C C A 2 * ( . 0 . 7 3 e > * P R G O  ̂. 7 ^ 3 . Oag
** r^rOC* 5 . h t » p * » - 0 . 1 3 4 | « C l E V *  * a . o o 9 ) * t / c c * * 0 . 0 7 9 ) , SLOP *:. 55 I . 4 4 I
5 (>E«Cr - 2 . 0 b 3 + < O . O S 4 ) * A G E 3 * I 0 . 0 5 4 ) » E L E V ’ .R-" 16 r  . 6 5 3
6 I f  l , & * « 4 .0 7 2 * 1 - 0 . 1 2 7 1 * £ L £ W * I o . o o e > * i / c c * i 0 . 0 9 5 » « S L O P 0 . 5  + 27 I . + 9 4
T t - F R f s * 0 . « « ? G * I l . * 9 6 l # C A H U * ( - 5 . 6 3 9 » * E ) * h 7 . 4 7 ! » 5 .
4 • F ? L * G . 7 2 3 * t 0 , 0 4 i J * A G E t + * - 1 8 . 9 5 0 ) * 5 L * i S 2 !
9 HERE * < . 0 5 4 * 1 0 . 6 6 b ) # P P C O ■j . fe 5 0 5 . . .  e
,  *  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  E Q UAT IO NS FOR l IS O  OR L lL N A E A  ROREa l I S
PATH REGRPSSIOr-  L O U A tl O f :  F0«f-I psi; S T -  CE'.
I L I P O * 0 . 0 G 0 * < 1 . 0 Q 0 l * P R E D * t 2 . 0 0 0 » * T S L V
0 0 : ^
9 L l » 0 » 5 . 9 ? 6 * < - 3 . e 4 l l * T R P T * l 0 . 4 0 2 ) , SLOP
0 . 9 9 5 0 . 6 2 4
i L I  BO* 9 . 5 7 6 + * - 3 . A 4 H + T R H T * * 0 . 4 0 2 » * S L 0 P
1 .  e 5
L i f l O s 0 . 2 6 6 * * 0 . 1 S 6 ) * S L A S * ( - 0 . 0 0 9 ) , PHMA 0 , 5 ? 21
0 . 4 A 6
S L I B O s 0 . 2 6 6 * * 0 . 1 9 6 ) « S L A S * r - * } . 0 0 9 ) , PHMA 3 , 5 ? 31
0 .* * » 5
6 L | 6 0 * 0 , 2 6 6 * 1 0 . 1 9 6 * * S L A S * ( - O . 0 0 9 ) , P M K A ' ' . 5 2
21 : . * * *
T L i e o = . 0 . 3 w 3 * 1 0 , 4 3 0 ) * P R G C * t 0 . 1 2 5 ) , A G 1 2
' ' . 6 5 5 * ' . I l l
0 L I  3 0 * - 0 . 3 4 3 * * 0 . 4 3 d » * P R E O * C 0 . 1 2 5 ) « A G 1 2 . 6 5
9 L i B O s - 0 . 3 4 3 * * O . 4 3 0 > 4 P R E O * f 0 . 1 2 S ) , A G 1 2 0 , 6 5
27 : .  1 1 1
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PATH pf k*p»:ss rc» i f jH A T iO M  p o n r ■:T [V
1 ARU rs - C , U o O * f 0 .5 * » 3  • • l / C C * i 0 . 0 0 2 : * A G L l * ( 0 . 0 2 0 ) , C C A 2
S A&SP* 5 . i * 2 a i * l / C C * < • O . 2 0 3 ) * C A R V * ( - 0 . 5 6 5 ) . E L E V I"" 2 . ■’ 77
s AûSPs 3** 5 , « * 2 f e > * l / C C * » •  0 .  2 0  3 t «C AAV*» - r . 5 6 5 » , ELEV .«■:
(* AOSPb 0 . 1@ 3 *( 0 , 3 0 5 > » C C P 7 * f 0 . 1 9 9 > « P R E U * f - 0 . 0 5 9 » * T R k T T ,  a a 21 0 . l A *
5 AOSP = 0 . M 1 5 * | 0 . 3 2 e > * C C P 7 * 4 - 0 . 0 0 7 ) * C A H V * ( - » > . 0 0 7 ) * S h RP '  . 9 r c 1
6 ACSP» 0 , R l R + < 0 . 3 2 a i » C C P 7 * t • 0 . 0 0 7 ) « C A h U * » - o . o n T » , S H P n 21 :  . 2 r 3
y AvSP s (* , A 9 9 *  f 0 , G S 3 ) * P R E O * ( - 0 . 0 1 S ( * C C H l * l - 0 . 0 a 7 i . E L E V I"»
A A&SPs « * . ô 9 9 * t 0 , 6 5 3 î * M P E 0 * f - 0 . 0 1 5 ) * C C k l * ( * 0 . 0 0 7 ) * E l CV 17 - _
9 A&SPs O . G S 3 I « P R E O * ( • 0 . 0 1 S l « C C P l * ( - » l , O 0 T ) * t L f  V 3 .  Tr 1'*
PATHWAY REG RES SIO N C0VA T1 ONS FOR CAKU OR CALAMAGROSTlR Pl lRCSCFi
PATM P E 6 R P S S I 0 A  CO VATION FOPH 7 1 • r
1 CAi;v= - 1 1 . 0 5 3 + C t « £ 5 0 i * P R E D * ( 0 . 2 e 3 ) « P t » h A * ( - 0 . 0 3 0 ) * A G E 1 I . : " " 1 2 1 . 7 f 8
t CAHUs t 0 « l 6 5 « - ( 0 . 6 7 ? » « P h CC*4 0 . 2 9 G } * T R E E ?4 1 7 . 1 7 2
% Ca P V * 5 3 e . 9 e l * i - ? . » 5 9 I * A S P T * » * « • • • * • ) « s l a S *» * , * * * * * ) « C E v E * ( 1 2 . 5 0 1 )  *S V P T * »  -O . E ^ 'R )  ■ T'Jt C 17 “ . 4 1,-ïl
f  A PV * m . 3 : 2 + < 0 . 6 ? l f * P R E 0 * » * 6 . 9 0 1 > « 1 / C C * < - 0 . 3 0 7 ) , C C P l 1 0 . 3 1 2
5 CA»U = 0 . S 7 1 f * P H £ 0 * » - 6 . W 0 l > « l / C C * < - 0 . 3 0 7 1 , CCPl '♦ l u .  ‘ l “
é CAHUs 0 . 8 7 1 f * P R E O * ( - G . H 0 1 ) * 1 / C C * ( - 0 . 3 0 7 l * C C P i 44 1 0 ,  312
T CARUs 1 . 7 9 3 * 1 Q . 7 8 9 » « P R E D * ( 0 . 1 5 5 ) « C C P 6 1 7 5 . 2 i «
a CAKU: % 0 . 9 1 2 * C 0 , 6 7 S t * P P E D * » - 2 T . 7 5 9 » * l / C C * | - 0 . 4 6 8 ) , PHMA*» - 0 . 1 9 2  »• A S P T * »  - 0 . 5 3 3 ) * r C V F * » • 0 . 4 3 5  ) • TH f  f  ' ' . 9 " ‘ 7 b , '■Oi'
9 CAPUs l« * , fe 9 3 *C 0 . 7 8 3 ) * P R E 0 * I - 8 * 6 i a > * e x p 3 * « 0 . 8 9 7 ) , C C P A O . é ' 23 11 . *’ 64
« « * « •  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  E OVA TIO NS FOR CACO OR C"KE% CONC lN NOlP f .S
PATH PCGRCSS IO N  EOV ATIO N FORM ■>T'' r r v
I CflCOs Û . G O O * ( 1 « 0 0 0 ) * P R E O A. ^ 0 0 ,  '•) ",
3 CACO: 3 . 1 7 ? * ( - 0 . 2 7 6 % , E x i t * » - » Ï . 1 0 3 » * C C a 2 * ( - 0 . 5 5 6 ) » 3 V R T n . 5 P 0 . - r » 4
5 CACO: 0 . i ) 0 0 * i 1 . 0 0 0 ) , PRED V . C h . n^n
CACO: •  0 . 2 2 6 *  C 1 . 6 1 5 ) * P R E D U .7 f i 1 . 1 3 3
5 Ca CDs f t . 6 S 7 + ( - 0 . 1 6 0 ) # S L 0 P + I - 0 . 0 5 4 ) # C A R U : . 5 1 1 .♦ : *
6 CACO: o . o o o * t 0 . 9 0 0 ) « P R E O 0 .  r n . 0 3 0
7 CACO* 0 , 3 9 5 ) * C C A 2 . 1 .« f ‘
a CACO* - 1 . 9 Q 3 * » l . R 3 0 ) « C C A G * » 0 . 0 8 4 ) , SLOP 0 , 447
9 ca CO s 2 . 5 7 f l * < 0 . n i 9 } « C C A 6 « ( - 0 . 7 7 0 ) * S V H T ' I . V 3 : .  74
• * * •  PATHWAY REG RE SS IO N EGVA TtONS  FOR CAGE OR CARE* GEVER I
PATH ACGDESStON EOV ATION FORM “ SC. S T r  n f ,
I CAGE: u a . 2 9 G * f l . 5 2 « » * P R £ D + < • 0 . 7 G 1 > « £ L C V * ( - 0 , 0 9 3 ) * T R E E f . F 7 2 . 4 A ?
d CAGE* 3 .2 1 *9 *1 0 . t * 9 2 ) « P R E 0 * < 1 2 . 3 5 3 ) , CEvE t l . C A b
3 CrtOC: 3 . 21» 9 * 1 0 , » » 9 2 )« P R E O * C 1 2 . 3 3 3 ) , CEVE 1 . 5 b 1 1 . 4 * 3
H C A 6 E : i r  .1 2 « * * ( 0 . A 0 5 ) * P R E 0 " . 6 g 21 1 5 . r = «
5 C A 6 E : • 2 . 7 7 2 * ( O . G 5 2 ) * P R E O * ( 3 9 . 8 4 9 ) , 1 / C C 0 , 4 7 1 5 . 5 5 4
a CAGE* 1 0 . 1 2 * * * ! 0 . 8 0 9 ) * P R E D * I • l 3 . 0 0 0 ) « C X P 4 * r - 0 . 4 0 5 ) , C C P l r  . 6  = n I * .  •’ - *
7 CAGE : ? 0 . G 2 3 * ( - 2 . 6 2 2 l * S L Q P * ( 0 . 5 3 9 » * P H M A * c - 0 . 3 1 7 ) , TREE 0 . Î ' - 17 1 5 . " - “
A CAGE: 5 . 5 0 0 * 1 a . 6 8 7 1 * P H E 0 * » - 9 . 4 3 n i « C C A 2 * ( - 1 . 2 9 0 ) , C C P 7 * » - 2 , 3 2 3 » *SL AS C .P ? Z ? 1 1 . 1:""
9 C AG E: 5 . 5 0 0 * » o . a a 7 i * P R E O + e - 9 . 4 3 8 ) , C C A 2 * » - 1 . 2 9 4 ) , C C P 7 * f - 2 , 5 2 3 »*SL AS
1 . A ? 1 1 . 1 7 '
. •  PATHWAY REGRE SSI ON E O VA TIO NS FOR C^'RO OR CARE* H Û S S I I
PATH REG RES SIO N E OL ATI ON  FOHh A s :
ST " ' ' F .
t CAPO : 0 . 0 0 0 * » 1 » 0 0 0 ) « P R C O
0 .  : : .  :  ? c
2 CARO: n . i » 2 R * ( 6 2 6 . 0 0 0 > « C C P G 0 . 9 ' '
3 . 1 6 3
CARO: 0 . 0 0 0 * » 1 . 0 0 0 ) * P R E O 0 .  d
0 3. 0C C
CARO: 1 0 . 2 1 0 * » 0 . 6 0 0 1 * P R E O 0 . 5 0 21
1 5 . AaO
CAPO: o . o o o * » l , 0 0 0 ) * P R E O 0 .  r
C 0 .C"C
CARO: 0 , o o o * ( 1 . 0 0 0 ) * P R E D 0 .  c
c
CARO* 0 . 0 0 0 * » 1 . 0 0 0 ) « P R E O 0 ,  0
e CARO: O. O O O *» 1 . 0 0 0 1 *PREO 0 .  ?
c
9 Ca ROs 0 . 0 0 0 * 1 L .O O O ) * P P E O 0 .  7 c
: .  :  :  :
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p a Th AEGRESJIOa f Qt'ATiC^ FCn*' esc ST r Zj
i ACPTs 0,304+{ 0.02CI«CARU il ' .  tPC
2 ACf [ = I.Con*( 70 .000 )«fAGE n
S ACKl: l.bwb*( -C.4J20)*PhMA c ,6* 22 :.?8j
4 ACPI5 • 1 ,499+1 l«6b6l*l/CC*4 0,043)*ELEV y,95 1* 0.230
5 ACHls -T.498+< 1.666I+1/CC+4 0.043)*ELLV f ,9! 14 0 . 2 3 0
(» AC**ts -l.775+( l,672)*l/CC*4 0.040)«ELLV 14 0,2*2
7 ACPI = S,042*1 -0,093>»CLEV*4 0.127)«CCA2*4 0,f>13)»GRSS n.64 16
9 A CHU -14 .090+ t -l>.Q99)«CtEV*4 20,549)«AGE5*( Û.451>«CCA2*4 -0.950)*CCAG 0 .96 20 0.ÎA3
9 A C I  = 6.522+( -P.105I+CLEV+4 -Q,009)«GRSS+f 0.?94MCCA2*( -l,23j)*CCAG D.ÇJ 16 c.;i=>
•»••• PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR ANRA OR a n t e m n a r i a r a ce m o s a
PATH PEOPfSSÏON fOWATîON FCWM esc - STC rCv
I AkPA: 1.962*4 1,126»*CCA2 0.7? 13 3. 469
2 A jRAe 0,794+4 4>.3e9)*PReO*4 •1,3S7)*CCa2 0.59 24 1.556
5 ANRAs im.696*4 -0,155)*ASPT*4 0,712)»PRiO*f-13.465)*SLAS f.^0 16
ANRA: .2.6S2+4 l,l23>+PR£r}*4 0.077>«CAKU 0,70 II 1,965
5 Af,RA = •2,652+4 l,123)»PREO*4 0.077)*CAKU 0,70 11 1.^45
b AMHA: 1.3P9+4 1,012)+PkC0*4 1,7 3 9 )*SLAS*4••••■••P*EUAS*I A,000)*SLOP 0,96 22 n.967
7 Af.RAr 0,4400+4 a.900)*Pr4CC*4 2.000)«rsev f'. 0 0 C.r^O
6 A/.riA = -2,102* 4 0,079)+PhRA+4 0,033)*CCP1 0,77 8 1,371
9 ANKA. -n.643+4 24.900 >*CLAS+4 -0.052>«SLuP*I 0,01ê)«A5PT 0,90 23 0.555
«•••• PATHWAY REGRCSSION EQUATIONS FOR ARCO OR ARNICA COftOlFCLIA
PATH bfGRrsAiOA couurrON f o r h - RSG f.
1 ftPCOs 4),26**4 O.S20)«PREO*I -4).193I#AGE9 0.«5 A3 0,465
2 *rCU = 0.207+4 0.636)*CCAG*4 0.002)«AGE3 Ü.42 ?4 0.84,5
5 0.274+4 l,01.3)«PREO*4 •0.113)«SVPT 0.95 17 0.200
<4 4).274**4 t,013)*PRCO*4 •0.113)*SVMT 3.95 1? D.200
5 ARCO= •Ü.936+4 0.942)+PREO*4 -0,204 1 «SVRT*( -4).009)*CCP6*4 -0.005)*PHMA 0,97 17 0.156
b AHCOs -0,956*4 fl.942)«PRED*4 -0,204)*SVHT*| -4),009>*CCP6*( -O.005)*PHMA 0.97 17 0.156
7 rtwCO = • C,2l?+ 4 0.945)*PRCO*4 -0,229l«CCA2*| 1,9?3»*CCAG 0.9*1 19 ^.191
A &r<ccs -0,212+4 0,945>«PR€0+4 -0.226)«CCA2*( 1.923>*CCAG 0.99 19 0 . 1 5 1
9 a hCOs -0.212+f 0.94S)*PRE0*4 -0,229)aCCA2*| 1,9?3)*CCAG 0,9^ 0.Î51
• ••• PATH4WAY REGRESSION COOATIONS FOR ASCO OR ASTER CONSPICUUS
PATH b f &Re s s ION COUATION form 9SC ÇT- CEV
1 asCO= 1,396*4 Q.3354+CCP6+4 0,OS2)+CARÜ 0.86 13 1.707
2 ASCOs -0,300*4 %.032:*PREO*4 2.400l*eKP7*4 0,074)«GRSS 3.57 24 0.7î?
3 ASCOs •44.364**4 1.230)«etCU*4 1,769)«CCA2+< -4,924)*CCP3 0.4? ?4 ll.lflÛ
ASCOs 0,257*4 0,072)#1/CC*4 Û,970)«PRLÜ 0.95 59 Û.“is
9 ASCOa 0.257*4 6.I)72)#1/CC*( 0.970>»PR£0 C.8h 59 0.91»
b ASCOa 0.257*4 0.072>*1/CC*( 0,970)#PRE4) 0.89 59 0 . 8 1 8
7 ASCCa 0.000+4 1.10U>+PREO n. 0 C 0 . OnO
3 ASCOa 0.000+( 1.100)«PREO 0. 0 0 0.000
9 ASCOa 3,4)00+4 VOO.OOO>*TAG£ 0. C n o.ono
, PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR RASA OR ftACSftf'ORHlZA SA6ITTATA
PATH REGRESSION EQUATION FORM RSQ N .T-; ncv
1 BASAa 0.04)0*4 l,0QO)«PREO 3. C ° o.ca
2 BASA: -0,095*4 0.747)*PREO*< 0.271)*CCP7 0’,9l 24 1 . 1 56
3 QASAa •4),0 9 5 * 4 0.747)*PRCO*< 0,271)*CCP7 0.91
24 1.156
4 BASA: 1,677*4 0,042)aCCP6*4 •0.023)«PHMA 0.65 11 0.69 5
S BASA: 1.679*4 0.042)«CCP6*4 -0,023)«PHrtA 3.64 11 O.SâS
6 BASA: 1 .5 9 0 + 4 0,042)«CCP6+( -0,019)«PhMA 3,60 13 0 .646
7 BASAS 0.467*4 0,003)«ASe3 3.9f 10 :. ?2fe
9 BASA: 0,594*4 0.111)«CCP1*I .0,044|«TRLE 0.84 « : .386
9 BASA: 0.433*4 -0,422)*SLAS 3.«=-6 15 0.391
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1 CMOMa U«OOQt < 1 . 0 0 n ) * P H L D + 4  2 . U 0 0 I + T S L V 0 .  n „ a Doo
2 r u u M a 0 , 0 0 0 + ( 1 . 0 0 0 t « P R C O + l  2 . O O 0 l * T S L V f ' ,  tl 0 O.OoO
3 CPUM* a . 6 0 0 + 1 l . O O O > * P P E O * 4  2 . ü 0 0 i » T S f W ? ,  n V
** CMUrts o , o r t O + ( 1 ,  0 0 0 » • P R E O * (  2 . 0 0 0 ) « T S t V c 0 C.OoO
S CH'Jrts 0 , U 9 0 * < l . O 0 O » * P P E O * l  2 . 0 0 0 » * T $ i . V 0 O.OOO
6 ri . i j M a O. OOQ +t i . A o n » « p R E o * r  2 . o o o > * T s e v r .  0 0 0 . 0 00
7 CHUtts 0 . 0 0 0 * ( 1 . 0 0 0 » « P R t O * t  2 . 0 0 0 l # T S L V 0 ,  c 0 O.OOC
a T H U # : 0 , 0 0 0 + t 1 . 0 0 0 » + P R E 0 + <  2 . 0 0 D » * T S C V h .  f) 0 0 . 0 0 0
9 CHUM: O . u o 0 « ( ) . O Q O » * P R E O * f  2 . 0 0 0 ) * T S i . V n .  0 0 0 .  o o r
• * *  PA Th WAT R C 6 A C S S I 0 N  EQU ATIO NS  POP [P AM  OR C P I L O H I U H  A N GU ST IF O l I u M
OATH MF GR fS SJ Of  E O U A lt O N  FORM MSO ?T0
1 r p A N s O .& O O +t 5 0 * 0 0 0  > +TAGC 0 ,  n 0 0 .  300
2 f  pAt*a • > 0 . £ Q l + ( 0 . l 9 S t « C X P 3 * T  • 0 . 2 2 9 > * l / C C + ( • 0 « O O t ) * £ X P 2 0 . 6 8 2X 0 . 1 3 0
5 rPA Ma - U . 2 A l + ( 0 . 1 9 2 » # E X P 3 + (  • 0 . 2 2 9 I * 1 / C C + | • 0 « O O i l * E X P 2 0 . 6 8 2X 0 . 1 5 0
* I 'PANs - u . a o i * t 0 . 1 9 2 l + £ X P 3 + «  . 0 . 2 2 9 > * l / C C + 4 - O . O O l c C  XP2 Q , 6 e 2x O . I J O
5 EPAfiéS - 0 , 2 û t + f C .  !«* . ;»+ e x P 3  + < - 0 . 2 2 9 ) * l / C C  + < - 0 . 0 0 1 »« E x p 2 L , 6 f 24 0 . 1 5 0
a rP A N s • C . 2 0 1 + < a . l 9 2 » : £ X P 3 + 4  - 4 > . 2 2 9 » # l / C C  + < - o . o o i ) * e x P 2 0 . 6 A 2x 0 . 1 . SO
? FPANs ♦ 0 , 2 0 1 + < 0 , 1 9 ? » * E X P 3 * 4  • 0 . 2 2 9 » « l / C C + < - 0 . 0 0 1 » * C X P 2 0 . 6 ? 2X 0 . 1 3 0
a EPANz - 0 , 2 i l J + t 0 . l 9 2 » * C x P 3 * 4  • 4 > . 2 2 9 » * l / C C  + t • O . O O L ) « e X P 2 0 . 6 6 0 . 1 3 0
9 EPANZ 0 . 1 9 ? ) « £ X P 3 + f  . 4 ) . 2 2 9 » * l / L C  + < * 0 . 0 4 » l ) « E x P 2 0 . 6 0 24 0 . 1 3 0
• PATHWAY REGRES SIO N CQUATlOIvS FOR FRVE OR FR A 6 A R IA  VESÇA
PATH P TG W rgR lC N  r P U ^ T r O N  FOHM RSQ H STO QEV
1 F:-»WEs - ? , 3 S 5 * < 0 . ? a 2 > * C A R u * 4  • 3 . S 2 7 » * C C A 2 + 4 1 1 . A 6 x » * C C A G * ( - 0 . 1 1 2 ) * C C P 1 0 . 7 7 27 4 . 8 X 6
2 0 , 7 0 5 * < 0 * 5 7 2 ) + E v P 3 + (  . 4 ) . 0 6 8 ) = C C F a * f 0 . 5 9 6 » « S V R T * I • 0 . 0 5 2 » * E L E V " . 8 2 27 0 . 5 6 7
3 FHVCs 0 . 2 9 9 + t < * . S 63 »« ex P <* 0 . 9 X 2 4 0 . 7 9 1
» Fw vC s 0 . 7 0 5 * ( 0 . 5 7 3 ) * b X P 3 + 4  • O . O a a » « C C P 6 + ( 0 . 5 A 6 ) « S V R T * | - 0 , 0 5 2 » * E L E V 0 . 8 2 27 0 . 5 6 7
5 PFtVC: 0 . 9 M P 4  < 0 . 9 5 6  t «CX P3 +4 *4 » .0 6 9 » « C C P G + 4 0 . 5 a 2 > * S V R T « - < - 0 . 0 S 7 1 * F L E V O . f  1 2X 0 . 5 9 6
6 f  F « € s n . d S M + t a . S S l » * C X P 3 + 4  . 0 . 0 6 9 » * C C P G + 4 0 . 5 9 0 » * S V R T * 4 - 0 . 0 5 x » * E l EV 0 . 6 2 2P 0 . 5 5 9
7 F F V C z 1 0 . 0 2 5 * 1 . 0 . 1 X 1 | « C l E V + 4 - 0 . i G 2 » « C C p i + | 5 . 6 l 2 » * C C f t G * 4 . C . 0 2 3 > * C E V £ C . 7 2 20 1 . 0 * 0
A PKWCs I U . Q 2 5 * ( - a . t X l l « C L E V * 4  - 0 . 1 6 2 ) « C C P 1 * 4 5 , a H 2 ) * € C A 6 + < - 0 . 0 2 3 ) * C E V E 0 . 7 2 20 i . " * n
) F k v E  = 1 0 , 0 2 5 * t - 0 . 1 X 1 » . C L E V * 4  • 4 » . 1 6 2 > « C C P 1 « 4 S . 6 9 2 ) * C C A G * 4 - O , 0 2 3 » * C E V E 0 .  72 20
p a t h w a y  r e g r e s s i o n  EQ UATIONS FOR P R V I  OR FRACARIA v l R G l N l A N A
p a t h R E GP eS Sr Of I  EQUATION FOHM RSQ N STO o r .v
1 F H W I  s 0 . 9 5 9 * 1 0 .4»?X » * l / C C  + 1 * 0 . 0 1 5 > * E L C Y 0 . 9 9 1 . 2 3 9
3 r i j v l s a . l 3 3 J - C K P X o . e o
3 FPV 1 = 0 , 0 0 0 * 1 1 . 9 0 0 l * P R e O * (  l . O O O » * T S E V 0 .  '1 O.OOO
M r x v l  = 0 , 0 0 0 + t t . O O O > * H R C a + 4  1 « 0 0 0 > * T S E V 0 ,  0 0 .OftO
5 F P V l : l . 9 5 0 + t 0 . 0 7 2 > « l / C C + 4  . 0 . 0 9 S ) * S L O P * l • 0 . 1 6 8 ) « T R M T 0 . 8 ! 59 0 . 8 9 2
6 F M V Ï : 1 . 9 3 0 * ( O , 0 7 2 » » l / C C + 4  - 0 . 0 3 3 I # S L 0 P * 4 • 0 . l 6 a J » T R M T 0 . “ ! 59 0 . 5 X 2
7 F r t V i x 1 . 9 3 0 * t 0 . t > 7 2 » * l / C C * 4  - 0 . 0 3 3 > * S L 0 8 + 4 - 0 , 1 6 6 ) •TRMT i 59 - .  = ^2
8 F ft V Ï  r 0 . 9 0 0 + 1 2 . AhO > » T s e v 0 ,  0 0 0 . C 3 1
9 F P t f l a O . 5 0 0 +  « 2 « 0 0 n > « T S C V Q, 5 c J.O
* p a t h w a y  r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  f o r  GOOe ORGnODYERA O B LO N G IF O LI A
PATH f>fGRESSION EQ UATIO N FO«H «S5 \ ST? OEV
1 C J C 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 + ( 1 . 0 0 0 » * P « E P * 4  2 . 0 0 0  »#TSEV
0 .  0 c 0 . 0 0 :
2 0 0 0 8  = 0 . 0 0 0 + ( 1 , 0 0 0 > « P R E O * 1 2 , 0 0 0 ) * T S E V
0 .  0 0 o . o o c
J 6 0 0 8 = 0 . 0 0 0 + ( l . O O O » « P R E D * 4  2 . 0 0 0 » « T S C V
0 .  0 0 0 . 0 " 3
4 GOOHs D .O O O +t 1 . 0 0 0 » « P R C Q + C  2 . 0 0 0 » # T S E V 0 .  0
0 Q.OOO
5 6 0 0 8  = 0 . 0 0 0 + f l . Q Q O ) * P R E D * C  2 . 0 0 0 » * T S E V
0 . Ii 0 0 . 'loO
6 3 0 0 8 : 0 . 0 0 0 + r l . O O O » * P R E D + C  2 . 0 0 0 ) « T S L V 0 .  0 0 0 . 0 ) 0
7 GOCBs 0 . 0 O 0 + ( 1 . 0 0 0 l « P R E O + 4  2 . 0 0 0 | a T S C V
0 .  Q 0 . 0 0 0
9 6 0 0 0  = 0 . 0 0 0 + 4 1 . 0 0 0 » * P R E O * 4  2 , 0 0 0 ) « T S E Y 0 0 ,  : ) c
9 6 0 0 8 = Q . 0 0 0 + 4 1 . 0 0 0 » « P R E C + <  2 . 0 0 0 » * r $ E V
O.OOQ
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p a t h ^ r G P E S S l C K  E C i M T I O n  EOKII RSC < T :  n c y
1 H l A L a O . b O O * ! 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 «T 4 C C 0 .  0 u o . o o o
2 M A L a 0 .  3 0 0  + 1 • • • • • • • ) *T A S C 0 ,  0 0 0 . 0 0 0
3 H l A L a 0 , 5 0 0 + 1 • n . 0 0 2 > « A 6 E 3 + ( 0 . 0 0 0 ) « A G L 2 0 . 9 9 12 O . O i l l
H I A L : 0 . 5 0 0 + 1 > 0 . 0 0 t . ) « A G E 3 0 . 9 * L ■j . 0 0 1
3 H I A L : 0 , 5 O 0 + ( - 0 . 0 0 1 I + A G E 3 n . 9 9 3 0 , 0 0 1
6 H I A L : a . j o o + < - O . O n U + A Q P t 0 . 9 9 -- 0 . 301
7 H l A L s 0 . 5 3 5 + < 0 . 0 0 2 ) * P H M A 0 . 4 Ô 9 0 . 0 3 2
i H I A L : 0 , 5 i 3 + < o . o o z i + P H m A 0 . 4 ' ) 0 . 0 3 2
9 ^ l A L s G . 5 T 3 + t 0 ,  0 0 2  > + P H / A 0 . 4 f t 9
PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  E Q U A T IO N S  FOR m I S T  OR M I T C L L A  STAU n OPe TALA
p a T m PEGflFSS IO N  EO U a T IO N  FOPh (SC S tr )  oEv
L F J S T s 0 . 4 2 9 + « 0 . 0 0 2 I + C X P 9 0 . 7 9 11 0 . 2 0 7
2 Î - I S T : 0 . 4  2 9 + 1 0 . 0 0 2 ) « E X P 9 0 , 7 9 11 0 . 2 0 7
3 • ' T S T : 0 , 4 2 9 + ( 0 . 0 0 2 ) « C X P 9 0 . 7 9 11 0 . 2 0 7
4 M j S T : 0 . 4 ? 9 + < 0 . 0 0 2 ) «EXM9 n .  79 11 0 . 2 0 7
5 * t % T s 0 . 4 2 9 + 1 0 0 2 ) * C X P 9 f .  79 11 3,2 r> 7
b M I S T : 0 . 4 2 9 * ( 0 . 0 Û 2 ) + E x P 9 0 . 7 9 11 4 . 2 0 7
7 H I S T : 0 . 4 2 9 * 1 0 . 0 O 2 I + E X P 9 0 . 7 m 11 0 . 2 0 7
6 " 1 S T : 0 . 4 2 9 + 4 0 . U 0 2 I + C X P 9 P . 79 1 ^ 0 . ? r ' 7
? t t l S T s 0 . 4 2 9 + C U . 0 0 2 I + E X P 9 0 . 7 9 11 0 . 2 0 7
• « • * *  PATHWAY R E G R E S S IO N  E Q U A T IO N S  FOR THOC Oft T H A LI C TR U M  O C C ID EN TA LE
PATH R E G R E S S IO N  E Q U A TIO N  FORM 4 5 0 S fO  DEv
1 T H O C : l . l 4 l + ( - 0 . 3 1 7 » * T R N T + < - 0 . 2 O 6 ) * C C P 5 + )  - 0 . 0 0 2 » + G R S S + < 0 , O a ô > * S V R T 0 . 9 S 17 0 . 0 6 5
2 I n d C : 1 .  i 4 l + I - 0 . 3 1 7 ) w T f t « T + f « 0 . 2 « G ) * C C P 5 + <  • 0 . 0 0 2 ) « G R $ S + I o . o e a > » s v « T 0 . 9 3 17 0 . 0 6 5
S THCCx 1 . 1 4 1 + 1 • n , 3 X 7 ) * T H M T + ( - 0 . 2 S 6 t « C C P S + (  « O . O O d l + G R S S X 0 . 0 8 A ) # S V A T c . 9 “ I T " . 0 3 9
» T HO C: n . ? 5 l * ( 0 . 4 5 l » * P R C O 0 . 4 6 12 0 . 5 6 9
3 TH O C : n . t . o T + c n . 7 7 9 l # P R E 0 + ( • 0 . 4 6 2 ) : S L A S + |  « O . O O G l + T R E E 0 . 9 9 10 0 . 0 * 2
b TH O C : 0 . 6 O ? + ( 0 , 7 7 9 l + P R E O + < . 0 , 4 a 2 ) « S L A S + (  • O . O O G } « T R E E 0 . 9 9 10 0 . O Q 2
7 THOC: 0 , 0 0 0 + < 1 . 0 0 0 ) + P H C [ ) r .  0 C),?DO
3 TH O C : 0 . ooo  + < l . O O O J + P R E C 0 .  0 0 . 00 0
9 THPCs 0 , 0 0 0 + 1 l . O O R » * P R t U 0 .  0 0 . 0 0 0
« « • • •  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  FOR XETC OR XEROPMYLLUM TENAX
PATH REG R E S S IO N  e q u a t i o n  FORM PSD STr- iJEV
I y f  TEs 0 , 0 0 0 + ( 0 , 9 0 0 > * P R E O + < 2 . G 0 0 ) # T S L V " ,  " 0 0 . 0 0 0
2 - tCTC: 0 , 1 ) 0 0 * 1 0 , 9 0 0 > * P H E n + ) 2 . 0 0 0 ) « T S f c V r>. " 0 3 . 0 0 0
Î X E T E : 0 . 0 0 0 + Ï 0 . 9 0 n ) + P H E O + € 2 . 0 0 0 ) « T S C V . 0 0
0 . m  n
*t X E T E : 0 . 0 0 0 + ( 0 . 9 0 0 ) * P R E n + * 2 . 0 0 0 i : T S e V
n .  0 0 o . o o o
3 X E T E : 0 . 0 0 0  + ) 0 , 9 0 0 ) * P R E O + < 2 . 0 0 0 ) * T S l V
Û 3 . ' ino
6 A t T E : o . o o o + i 0 . 9 0 R ) * P R E O + ( 2 . 0 0 0 ) * T S E W 0 .  0
0 0 . 0 0 0
7 X E T E : O . O O O + f 0 . 9 0 0 ) + P f l E O + < 2 . 0 0 0 ) w T s £ V 0 .  3
0 .  :  ^
a x t T C s 0 . 0 0 0 + ( 0 . 9 0 0 l * P R E D + ( 2 . 0 0 0 ) * T S b V 0 .  0
o . o o o
9 X E T E : 0 . 0 0 0 + ) 0 . 9 0 0 ) « P R E O + ( 2 , Q O O I * T S E V 0 .  0
0 , 0 0 0
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APPENDIX E (con't) 
Regression equations for PSME/PHMA, moist phase. 
Six successional pathways.
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MATH *;i .GHFSSlOA Cu l lATICri  FORI: ^ T -  cEV
I CCAL? 6 , é « A * 1• 4 9 . A 6 9  » w C t P 3 * ( 7 3 7 . 4 2 8 > * AG11 O. é^ 1 5 . 4 ^ 6
? CCALs 1 4 . 5 2 5 * t • 4 4 . 4  0 2 1 • E X P 3 * 1 6 5 9 . 2 7 6 » * A G l l G . 55
3 CCAL# 1 4 . 5 2 5 * 1 • 4 4 . 4  0 2 > * E X P 3 « I 6  7 5 . 2 T 6 » * A G 1 1 7. 5! : ’ C . C4l
4 CCALs 1 9 . 5 2 5 * 4  * 4 3 . 4 0 2 1 * C f P 5 * 1 6 6 5 . 2 7 6 » * A G l l 7 . 5 5 2 0 . 0 4 :
5 CCAL# 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 * 1 - 1 0 , 9 8 3 » « E X P S * 1 - 2 1 . 3 8 2 » *SWRT*4 - 0 . 1 3 6 » « A S P T C l . f i l 1 4 . F ? 9
6 CCAL# 1 2 4 . 2 9 7 * 4  - 4 . 2 5 6 1 #AGE8
* 4  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  FOR Q8h  OR AVERAGE 06H  OF SÎANO <INCHESj
0 . 7 5 1 7 . 4 0 0
PATH REGRESSION E q u a t i o n  FOPft hso s T r  d ev
t Ll'H = 1 7 , 4 0 3 * (  - 0 . 4 2 2 1 # A b E a * t  - 0 . 0 6 5 » «ELLV 0 . 9 7 l e u.
2 CbH s 1 7 . 1 7 7 * *  • 5 . 7 6 0 l * A G C 9 rt .97 20 C .6 3 7
COM = - 3 5 . 3 2 1 * *  £ 7 . 8 3 4 I * A 0 2 0 17.95 20 1 , 2 3 9
■* P'BH # - 4 . 9 D 8 * *  1 . S 2 9 I 4 A G 1 7 ' , 8 9 20 1 . 3 0 5
5 C0N s 2 3 . 0 0 8 * *  - 0 . 4 2 1 1 *A G E 8 * *  - Q . 1 1 1  »« E L E V * ( - 0 . 1 2 » » «S LO P * i - 0 . 8 5 5 » » S L A S 0 . 9 6 20 0 . 7 3 0
OPH 5 - 2 2 . 0 1 4 * *  2 6 . 5 2 6 ) « A S 2 0 * |  - 0  . 1 4 6 > * E L E V * (  - 0 . 1 S 2 > « S l OP
* • * • «  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  EQUATIONS FOR QA OR AVE STAND BASAL AREA « SO FT)
0 . 9 2 14 0 . 9 7 3
HATH REGRESSION e q u a t i o n  FORM 9SC f. ST r ?EV
1 14 7 . 1 9 3 * * - 2 6 . 3 6 9 » *C XP3 0 . 6 1 3 6 . 0 3 4
? 2 2 9 . H 1 9 * *  - 8 . 5 1 8 1 *AGE8 0 . 9 3
J 1 3 1 . 6  0 6 * * - 2 5 . 6 7 3 ) *EKP3 0 . 5 0 20 " 7 . 7 7 4
- 3 4  7 . e 9 6 * ( 2 4 0 . 7 4 9 » « A 6 E 4 0 . 6 0 20 4 0 . 9 6 3
3 2 0 . 6 2 3 * *  - 4 . 4 7 3  » * A S C 6 * *  - 0 . 9 6 1 » « A S P T * 1 - Î . 4 9 0 »  *SLOP 0 , 9 4 20 2 1 . 7 6 1
PA 14 5 . 3 6 8 * * - 1 6 . 6 7 4 ) * E A P 3 * *  3 9 . 5 5 6  I « S L A S * *  - 2 . 5 1 4 )#SLOP
PSEUOOTSUGA M C N Z I t S l l  l <  4 I N , ) "
0 . 9 0 1 7 . 7 3 2
REGRESSION EQUATION FORM RSO N STQ n € v
t 0F<4= 10.6 7 » * 19.406C C X P a * (  1.401)«A6L6
2  OF<*is  4 . 5 0 ! » * (  " 3 . 3 e 6 ) # E X P 3 * (  7 0 6  »« S LA S * I S . a S t l w S V R T
3 C P ( 4 =  5 . 6 3 9 * 1  1 . 6 S 2 ) « C C A 0 * C  0 . 0 0 0 » « S L A S
*» U F < 4s  5 . 6 3 9 * «  1 « 6 5 2 ) * C C A 6
5  L:F<4± - 2 . 3 0 4 * 1  0 . 2 0 A : # C A A u
6  0 F < 4 x  a 5 . 7 l 5 * (  0 . 5 2 4  : * G L A S * f  " ? 6 . S 1 2 ) * S L A S * i  - 0 . 0 6 6  > aCLCV* f  5 . 5 4 6 X A G C 3
0 . 5 2  18 1 9 . 0 2 0
0 , 7 3  20  4 . 9 2 3
0 . 4 0  21 1 5 .6 & A
0 , 4 0  21 t 3 .6 « iH
0 , 5 2  I T  6 . " 1 3
A . 9? 19 3 , 5 1 4
« * • • •  PATHWAY PCGr ESSI ON  EQUATIONS FOR uF > 4  OR PSCUOOTSUOA M C N j I E S I I  
PATH h r G « E 9 S lO N  ÊCUa T î ON FORM
1 6 . 6 8 8 * f - 4 9 . 8 0 9 » * C x P 3 * i 7 1 7 . 4 2 8 1 «AG11 ? . 6 9 1 9 .4 5 * .
2 0 F > 4 s 4 3 . 0 7 4 * * • 0 , 9 8 0 ) « A G C a * 1 - 6 . 3 3 6 ) «SVHT 0 . 5 9 9 . 9 4 0
J QF>4a 9 5 . 1 4 3 * * - l . l 5 1 ) * A G C a « *  - l . 3 0 0 ) * E L E t f 1 0 . 7 9 1
4 f?F>4S " 6 . 6 7 9 * * - 9 . 6 6 S I * A G E 8 * <  - 1 . 5 4 4 ) « E L E V 1 1 . 4 = 3
5 0F > 4  = 6 2 . 1 1 0 2 * * - 1 . 1 1 9 1 « A 6 C 8 * * - 1 2 . 6 4 9 ) a SVKT 20 9 . 7 6 4
6 nF > 4  = - 4 5 . 5 9 7 * 1 0 . 5 1 3 ) • AGE2 * (  - 9 . 6 2 3 ) V E L A S * ( 1 0 6 . 4 8 7 ) « S L A S * (  
« • • •  PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR DFAL OR
i . 0 2 e » « C L C w  
PSEUOOTSUGA M C N Z I E S I I  ( T Q T ^ L I  «
. . . . 19 6 . 5 1 2
PATH REGRESSION EQUATION FORM s T :  o e v
DFAL# Z . 6 0 9 * 1- 4  9 . 8 0 9 » « E X P 3 * I 7 2 7 . 4  2 8 ) V A G l l 26
CFAL# 5 . 5 2 5 * 1 . 4  4 . 4 0 2 » « E X P 3 * * 6 2 5 . 2 7 6 ) * A G l l
0 . 3 5 2 0 . 0 * 1
OFALs 1 4 0 . 5 2 5 * 1 - 9 . Q l 9 l w £ X P 3 + *  - 1 . 8 2 3 > * E L E V " . 7 0
1 4 . 3 5 !
OF ALs 8 6 . 6 7 9 * 1 - 0 , 6 8 S I « A G C 8 * *  - 1 . 5 4 4 » # C L L V 0 . 5 1
20 1 1 . 8 5 3
5 DF AL# 5 9 . 4 4 2 * * - 7 . 2 0 3 » * E * P 3 * C  0 . 0 7 2 » * S L A S * * - 1 2 . 9 2 5 ) « S V R T
0 . e * 20 1 0 . 7 * 4
OF ALs 6 8 . 5 7 5 * * - 0 . 4 8 4 l # A S P T * f  - 0 . 9 6 S ) * S L O P * I 7 . 5 3 6 * « A G E 3
0 . 9 5 19 5 , P J “
, PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR WL<4 OR L A R IX  QCCIOENTa l I S  l <  4 I ' l C ^ T S »  •
r e g r e s s i o n  EQUATION FORM RSfl ' f
STO QEV
1 WL<4 = 6 . 7 9 5 * * - 0 .  0 2 6 ) « P H M A *1 - 0 . 0 9 9 » * C L t V
0 . 4 4 1 . 1 4 1
2 M L < 9 s - 3 1 . 9 0 5 * 1 0 . 5 5 6 » « T R E E * (  4 . 3 4 6 » «E X P S ** - 5 . 3 7 9 > * T R M T
0 . ! 5 1 1 . 3 3 4
3 WL<'»- - 2 9 . 0 0 8 * 1 0 . @ 5 6 ) # T R E E * *  4 . 5 5 6 » # E % P 3 * f - 9 . 3 7 9 t « T R M T
:  ,5 c 7 0 : 1 . i  Î  6
L L < 4 * - 5 5 . 1 6 0 * * 0 . 5 a O ) « T R C E * <  1 . 7 8 9 ) « A G E 8
0 . 6 2 20 1 0 , 4 9 3
WL<9# 9 . 0 5 5 * 1 • 0 . 3 1 9 ) « S l OP
0 . 4 2 17 I ,  =16
4 L < 9 s - 0 . 7 8 i * C 0 , 0 9 5 > * T R E E
0 . 3 3 ? l « . 9 4 1
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5 at.RAs • 3 . 1 2 4 * 1 9 . » = 2  »« E X P 4 * 4 0 .1 4 4 5 » « S L O P * I  - 1 . 7 S 0 > * C P 1 0 > ' j 1 . 0 * 4
** ANMAi - 2 , 7 7 ® * { 7 , 2 @ 9 l # [ K P 9 * | - 0 . 0 0 4 » » * e x p 5 * |  0 . 1 3 6 1  «SLOP 0 . 6 6 21 1 . 0 6 7
Ar.f tAs 0 . 0 2 5 * 1 0 , 0 3 6 > * C A R U 0 . 5 9 € ' ‘ . « 0 4
Af,PA = 0 . 0 2 5 * * 0 .O 2 « 4 « C A R g 0 . 5 9 0 . 6 0 4
• *  *  PAFHbAY RCGRCSSION e OUATIONS POR a RCO OR ARNICA COROIFOl IA
P'ATH MLCRCSSION EOUATXON FORM RSC -, STn r jcv
X anC O* 0 , 4 4 ( 3 * ( 0 . 0 3 2 ) « T R e C 0 . 9 9 t 3 . 0 0 2
7 ARCOs - 0 . 9 2 9 * 4 0 . 2 1 1 > *C CP t 0 . 9 1 9 2 . 1 7 4
i - 0 . 5 5 7 * 4 0 .  4 4 9 > * C C P X * I S . 1 4 6 l * T h t E 0 . 5 ? f
** - 0 , 5 9 4 * 4 0 . 0 6 1 >  « S E A S * 1• « • « • • « 1 « C C P 6 * (  0 . 0 0 2 1 « A S P T * i - 0 . 1 6 0  » «TRMT 5 . 9 6 13 0 . 0 « 6
- G . “ 2A *4 0 . 1 2 3 ) « C C P 1 0 . 4 6 29 3 . 0 ? 1
6 - 0 . 9 , 6 * 4 0 . 1 2 3 » « C C P l 0 . 4 6 3 , 0 ? l
• *  *  PATHWAY REGRESSION ecUATTONS FOR ASCO OR ASTER CONSPICUUS
PATM hEGRPSSlQIV f O U A l I C N  FCHH RSG N STO d ev
1 ASCOs 2 . 7 1 6 * 4 0 . 1 2 5 1 * C A K U * 4 - 2 . 9 0 6  )«SVf(T 0 , 3 6 21 5 . 1 9 3
2 ArSCO* • 2 . 0 2 5 * 4 « • • * • * • ) *C C P £ *  4 0 . 0 < t e i « 6 R & S 0 , 7 6 26 2 . 3 6 9
A!àCOs - 1 0 . « 7 7 * 4 0 . 1 A 7 I « S U 0 P * 4 0 . 1 5 a t « E L E V * f  0 . 0 3 8 ( « S H R B * i - 0 . 0 1 1 1 «GRSS n. t . 4 15
ASCOe • 0 , 0 7 1 * 4 O . O A t l * S L O P 0 . 3 3 20 1 , 0 4 0
S 5 5 . 6 J P * t - l , 1 9 U « S L O P * 4 5 . 3 4 ) 2 ) « S L A S 0 . 7 6 11 2 . 9 1 5
h ASCO* 3 6 . 7 4 7 * 4 - 3 . 3 4 9 >  * T 5 M T * i - 0 . 9 2 0 1 « S L O P * !  4 . 6 a a t * S L A S 0 . 6 6 15 5 . 6 4 3
, PATMWAT REGRESSION eOUATIQMS FOR RASA OR 8AL SAM 0RH I2A  S A G IT T a TA
Pa t h MfGRCSSrOK EQUATION FORM RSC r. S T i  oEv
1 FASf ts 0 . 0 0 0 * 1 0 ,9 0 0 > « P R E 0 + 4 2 . 0 0 0 ) « T S E V 0 .  0 0 .3 C 0
2 B A SA : 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 . 9 0 0  f« PRED *4 2 , O O O l « T S e v n ,  0 o . f t o o
3 I IASAS 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 , 9 O O f * P R £ t ) * 4 a .O O O Ie T S E V 0 .  0 O.DOO
4 DASA* 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 O,90r>)  •PREO+4 2 . 0 0 0 1 «TSEV 0 ,  0 0 . 0 0 0
b hASAs 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 , 9 0 0 » * P R C O * I 2 .0 0 D 1 « T S E V 0 .  0 Û.O0O
0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 , 9 0 0 t * P f » C O * < 2 . 0 0 0 1 « T S £ V 0 .  0 O.QOA
• . « * *  PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  EQUATIONS FOR CHUM OR Ch i m a p m I l l a  un eCLLA TA
PATh R t G R t S S lC M  tC U ATIC M  FORK RSC S T '  cCV
I c h u m : 0 . 0 0 0 * 1 0 . 7 5 0  1 •PPteO* 4 2 . 0 0 0 > « T S C V 0 .  "
0 . ■'oc
2 CMUMs 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 O , 7 5 0 J » P h C O * I 2 . 0 0 0 t« T S 4 b V 0 .  0
0 3 , " 0 0
5 CHUM* - 4 , 3 4 3 * 4 r t . n 2 2 > « C A R U * 4 0 . 0 2 6 } « T R E E * 4 - 0 . 0 2 4  I « C C P l * 4 0 . 0 7 1  J . E L E V * 4  0 . 2  31 MTRMT 5 . 7 4
20
4 CHUMa - 4 . 3 4 3 * 4 0 . 0 2 2 i « C A R U * 4 0 . 0 2 6 l « T R E C * f  - 0 . 0 2 4 1 «CCPl «e 0 . 0 7 t l « C L t V * 4  0 » 2 3 1 )« T R M T
0 , 7 4 20 0 . 2 9 6
5 CHUM: 6 . 0 0 0 * 1 - 2 . 5 0 0 ) a S V R T
0 . 9 7 7 0 . 2 0 "
6 Cf UMs 6 . 0 0 0 * 4 • 2 . 5 0 0 > » S V R T
0 . 9 ? 0 . 0>5tt
« « * «  PATHWAY REGRESSION EOVATIONS FOR £PAN OR E P IL O S IU M  ANGUSTIFCl IUP
PATM REGRESSION LGUATlOAi  FORM RSQ
STO OEV
1 E PA N : 0 . 0 1 0 * 1 3 . 0 3 0 » « 1 / C C 0 .9 C
0 . 2 4 3
2 CPAN* 0 . 0 1 0 * 4 3 . 0 3 0 > « 1 / C C 0 . 9 0
3 . 2 4 3
S EPANa 6 . 6 6  3 * E X P 4 * ( - 1 . 5 6 7 } « C £ v C * 4 7 0 . O O O i .T A G C 1 , 7 ? 10
1 . 2 4 1
4 EPANz - 2 . « 7 5 * 4 2 . 0 7 R l « S V R T * ( 4 . 2 9 7 » « E K P 4 « i  7 0 . 0 0 0 ) .TAGE 0 ,  72 = 1.24-=
s EP A N : 0 . 4 0 1 * 4 - 0 , 0 0 5 1 «TREE n . 3 6 21 1 .2 0 6
EPAU= - 3 . 6 3 4 * 4 i . 7 7 6 l « C C P 4 0 . 4 0 I * :  . 2 0 5
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r . ' T H p r c H F S S i f l K  ro i JAT TC n f o *<. 9T -E-.
1 6 . 3 f t f t ) « S V R T * 4 O . R 5 6 i « C C A 2 * r 9 . 1 9 l ) * C A P U 11 2. TY O
2 Ff .VEs - i O . 7 2 2 * » 0 . 2 0 1 I * A S P T * 4 0 ,0 2 9 » « E L A S 0.1 Ô 17 1 . 5 2 2
FRVE* 0 . b 2 * j 4 * P « E n h . ? 3
PHVEs 0 . 1 0 1 * 4 0 . & 2 5 > * P P E O 0 . 7 5 0 .  ICS
) - o . ; s 3 * ( 1 . 6 6 7 ) «PREO 0 . 9 9 0 . 0 0 :
6 FPVCs - 0 . 3 3 3 * 1 1 . 6 A 7 ) # H H E u 0 . 9 9 0 . 0 0 1
• FATHWAT REG •fCSSION EOLATIONS FOR On FPAGARIA V IR G IN IA N A
PûTH OfGPCSSIÜA roUATIOht FORn RSO 'i STD DEV
1 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 . 9 0 0 I « P R C O * ( 1 . 0 0 0 ) « T S e v 0 .  0 0
2 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 .9 4 > 0 ) « P R C 0 * ( 1 . 0 0 0 l * T S E V 0 .  n 0 c . f 'qn
Î 0 . 1 0 1 *  4 0 . 6 2 5 » « P H E 0 0 . 7 3 « C .1 0 «
9 . 1 1 3 * 4 1 . S 1 2 I « E X P 1 G.M? 19 I  . 292
5 r p v l s O . b T l t t 0 . 0 1 0 } * C C P 1 * ( • 0 . 0 1 6 ) « G R S S 0.4*5 10 0 . 3 9 0
6 F R V I * 0 . 9 0 0 * 4 • 0 . 0 0 1 )«A 6E 3+ 4 0 . 0 0 0 ) « A G E 2 * | o . o o o ) « S H R e 0 . 9 9 15 0 . 3 0 0
•« • « •  PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR GOOB OR GOODYERA CPLONGIFOLIA
PATH KEGHESSIOK e q u a t i o n  FOHM RSU ■J ST? - . f v
1 GOOOs 0 , 0 0 0 * 4 0 . 9 0 0 > « P R C Q * 4 l . 6 0 4 ) ) « T S E V 0 .  0 0 0 . r, 0 w
2 fiCOBs 0 , 0 0 0 * 1 0 , 9 0 0 ) « P N E O * 4 i . o o o i a T s e v 0 .  n 0 o.ono
3 4 o o e = 0 . 0 0 0 * 1 0 . 9 0 0 1 *P R E O *l i . o o o ) * r s E v 0 .  n 0 o.nno
•* iOCHs 0 . r o o * ( 0 . 9 0 0 » « P R C O * ( 1 . 0 0 0 ) « T S E V 0 .  0 0 0 , 0 0 0
5 GOOBs 0 . 0 0 0 * 1 0 , 9 C O > * P R E Q * ( i . o o o ) « r s e v 0 .  0 0 0 . 0 0 0
6 GCOB* 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 0 . 9 0 0 I * P R C O * 1 l . O O O i a T S e v 0. n = 45.000
* *•*• PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR H lA L OR HIERAC IUM ALBERTINUM » CYNQGLO
PATH HCGRCSSIOft F.CUATi ON FOHM PSQ rj STri OEV
I hlAUS O . ï O O + l 0, CO O) *O UM T 0 ,  C G 0 . 0 0 0
2 H IA LS 0 . 5 0 0 * 1 0 . 0 0 0 > * O U P T 0 .  0 0 o.fifid
5 MlALs • 1 . 2 0 9 * 1 0 . 0 3 1 ) * E L E V * ( • 0 . 0 1 2 ) « P H M A * r 0 . 0 1 2 l * 5 H R e i < - 0 . 0 9 2 ) * C C A G 0 . 6 a 20 0 . 1 6 2
** ^ | A L  = • 1 . 2 0 a * < 0 , 0 3 1 I * C l Cy * 1 • 0 . 0 1 2 l « P H M A * f 0 . 0 1 2 ) « S H R e * 4 -C ,0 9 2 )« C C A G o .â û 20 0 . 1 6 2
? H |A L 3 0 . b O 0 * ( 0 . 0 0 0 > * O U H T 5 .  0 0 o.oon
M lA L a 0 . 5 0 0 * 1 0 . 0 0 0 ) * O U M V 0 .  0 0 O.QOfl
.«••• PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR H IS T OR H IT pLLA  STAUROPETALA
OftTH REGRESSION EQUATION FORM RSQ N STn oEV
I M i S t a 0 , * T 3 * 4 Q . 2 1 5 ) « C X 1 2 0 . 9 8 12 0 ,  392
2 M iS T a 0 . 1 7 3 * 4 0 . 2 I 3 > « E X 1 2 0 . 9 8 12 0 . 0 9 2
Î W IS T * 0 , 1 7 3 * 4 0 . 2 I 3 I * E X 1 2 0 . 9 6 12 0 .C 9 Z
>» M IS T a 0 , 1 7 3 * 4 0 . 2 1 5 ) * E X 1 2 0 . 9 * 12 0 . 0 9 2
" t S T  = 0 . 1 7 3 * 4 0 . 2 1 5 } * E X 1 2 0 , 9 9 12 0 . 0 9 2
- I S T a 0 . 1 7 3 * 4 0 . 2 l 3 ) « e x l 2 0 , 9 a 12 0 . 0 9 2
, **•* PATHWAY r e g r e s s i o n  e q u a t i o n s  f o r THOC OR TMALICTRU" OCCIDENTALE
PATH REGRESSION EQUATION FORM RSO STO SEV
1 THOCs 0 . 2 9 * * 4 3 , 5 7 0 I « C C A 2
C.9,*
2 THOC a •ft. 0 5 3 * 4 0.166)«ElEV*( • 0 . 0 2 1 > * P H M A o . a i
i THOCa 0 . 0 0 0 * 4 1 . 0 0 0 ) # P R E O T . 9 9 o.ono
THOCa 0 . 0 0 0 *  4 I . 0 0 O ) * P R £ O C . 9 9
0 , 0 0 0
5 THOCa 0 . 5 0 0 *  4 0 . 9 0 0 ) « P R E O *4 1 . 0 0 0 ) « T S E V 0 .  0
0 c.aoo
4, TMOCa 0 , 5 0 0 * 1 0 . 9 0 0 > « P R C O * < l . O O O » « T S t V 0.  0
0 O.OnO
« • « * *  PATHWAY REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR XETE OR XCPOPMYLLUM TENAX
REGRESSION EOUATION FORM RSO ST? OEV
KETEs - 2 . 1 5 1 * 1 3 , 5 0 0 l « e x P R * 4 0 . 0 7 R ) * A S P T 0 .1f t 26 3 . d l l
xCTEa • 2 . 1 3 1 * 4 3.5S8)»CxP4|*| 0 . 0 7 1 > * A S P T 0 . 1 6 28 3 . A l l
X t T E s 6 . 0 4 7 * 4 • 1 . 2 9 3 I * T R M T * ( D .6 0 3 > « C C A 2 0 . 6 3 10 2 . 1* 3
4» X E TE : 5 , 1 9 5 * 4 0 , 0 5 2 1 #ASPT*4 - i . l « i ) * T R M t * 4 • 0 . 1 3 6 ) « S U D P 5 . 5 9 20 1 . 9ft?
5 x E f E a • 1 . 8 6 5 * 4 0 . 0 9 9 ) « C A R u * 1 0 . 1 6 0 ) « S H R B 0 . 9 3 ? I . O i l
ft xCTEs 9 . 2 2 0 * 4 - 0 . 3 Q 3 ) « S U O P * | •O .O aO lv PH MA 5 . 1 5 19 1 . 6 - * i
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O E S C R IP T lO n  oF TmE S l h U L A T l O N  AREA ; 
EL EV AT IO N : J 5 0 0 .  FTFT  
ASPECT :  1 9 0 .  CCOAcr* ;
Sl o p e  : «* * .  % i p e r c e n t i
T R E A T *> C fT  TYP E : W I L O f l P E  
i n t e n s i t y  T r r c  : - n n E P / i T E
M & e i T A T  TYP E  P H A S E  : P S ‘̂ E / P w “ A .D«T
S" RUB-HEHA SAPLING
OI&GRAM Or THE m o d e l e d
p c l l
SUCCES^î IONAL RAThwAY
MATURE SEPAL I * A k
PuNA --------> PSMC/PHKft
SPEC IES NAME 5




C"AGE OY SPECIES F or S e C r I F I C C  AGES 
#0  1 05  130
"E/PMMA
155 acift
TOTAL TWEE CANOPY COvER 0 26  .  50 51 -  TÇ 51 -  75 51 -  75 51 -  ?5 51 -  75 51 - 75
AVERAGE OSm o f  STAND « INCHES) 0 9 a 10 12 l i I " !>.
AtfF STAhO OASAL AREA (SO F T ) 0 46 96 1 2 9 ISO 163 170 1?6
PSCuOUTSUGü •‘ f . Z î t S U  (<  4 I N . I 3 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 3 5 6 - 2 5 E -  2*
PSEuOOTSUGA m E N Z T E S lI  l>  *♦ I N .  I 0 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 26 -  50 2 6  -  50 26 -  50 26 - 50 2 6  -  «3
PSEUDOTSUCa « E N Z l t S l l  (T0T 4L » 0 2 6  -  50 51 -  75 51 -  75 51 -  75 51  -  75 - 1  .  75 51 - 7 =
ACER 6LA9RUM 0 0 1 0 L-
AMELANCHlER A L M F O L t A G -  25 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 -  i>5 6 - 2 5
CCANOTh u S v E L U T I mUS T c (J J
l o n i c e r a  UTAHENSIS T T T 7 7 7
PMTSOCfiRPUS MALWACEUS 2 6  .  50 2 6  - 50 26  -  50 2 6  -  50 2 6  -  SO 2 6  -  50 2 6  -  S..
PRtJNUS V IR G IN IA N A T T T T T T
ROSA GYMNOCARPA T T T T 7
S ALIX SCOUl EWIANA T T 7 T 7 T 7
SPIRAEA B E T U L I F O L U 6  *  25 0 0 0 T -  S T -  5 6 - 2 5
St "PHOPICAHPOS ALDUS 6 - 2 5 T -  S T -  * T -  5 T -  S T -  5 T -  • T - «
VACCINIUM  OLODLLAPE T - 5 T - 5 T - 5 T - 5 T - 5 T - 5 r  -  5 T -  5
ARTOSTApHfLOS UVA -UHSi T -  5 6 - 2 5 T .  5 T -  5 T -  5 r  -  5
T -  5
^EPREHIS «EPENS T -  5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5
6 - 2 5 T -  5
LINN&EA BOREALIS t T t T T 7
T
AGROPYPON S Pï C A Îy M T 0 0 0 7 T
c a l a m a g p o s t i s  r u p c s c e n s 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6  25 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5
6  - 2.
CASE* CONCIN-jOICES 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARE* GETEWI 2 6  - 50 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5
6 -  5«
CARE* R O S S II 26  -  50 2 6  -  50 2 6  .  50 2 6  -  50 26  -  50 2 6  -  50 2 6  -  50 2 6 - 5 0
ACHILLEA MIL LEF OL IU M T T T T 7 T T
A'lTENUARIA RACEMOSA T -  5 T -  5 T -  * T -  5 T -  5 T -  5
ARNICA COPCIFOl IA 0 0 0
ASTER CONSPICUUS T -  5 T -  5 T -  ! T -  5 T -  5 T - =
RALSAMCRH12A SAGITTATA T T T T T 7 7
C m I M A R p IL L A  u m s e l l a t a 6 • 2 5 6 -  2S 6 - 2 5 6 as 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5 6 - 2 5
6 - 2 %
CPIL ORIUM  ANGUSTIFOLIUM r T 0 1) 1 0
FRASARia VESCA T -  5 6 - 2 5 T -  5 r :
FPftGAHIA V lP G It ; IA U A T T T T ’’
G D O O T l h a  OPLOUGlFOLlA T T T 7
HlERACIUM ALPCRTTNUM I  CYNDGLO T 0 5
MITELLA ST auf^ORLTALA T -  5 T T
ThALICTRUH CCCICENTALE T 7
X E R O P H Y L L U M  TfNAR T T 7
:......r:.»
R SOUARC s 7<*
R SOUARC P SO
R SQUARE » 6%
A S Q U A R E  : At<
OCGREES of  FREEOOM s 24
OCGREES OF FREEDOM = 27
DEGRE ES  OF P R E C Û C  s  U
O f Q R E C '  OF F9EECC*' a. 43
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f  T T LC  :  ' ■ i r L L . î î :
i o  HO
t h e  V - A K I S  I S  I «  PE9CFNT COVER <»>
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60  « 0  lOO l ? 0  l **0 16 0  lOO 2f O
AGE I N  TEARS
T I T L E :  SUCCESSIOr.AL S lK U L f lT r O f -  RUN FOR s p e c i e s :  PF>H
HO 60
TME r - o l l S  I S  IN  P E P C E ' T  COVER ( « )
60 1 00  120 IH ?
AGE I N  TEARS
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